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Assembly held to 'support unity and peace'
CHRISTIE Z1zo
STAFF WRITER
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Ashley Elmore, a graduate student in
Anthropology and Sociology, represents,
as she said, no particular religion.
But in the wake of Tuesday's
tragedies, Elmore felt something had to
be done.

She organized an inter-religion
assembly, which was held Sept. 16 at 7
p.m. in front of the Student Union.
Despite the late notice, dozens of people
from the different religions came out in
support of unity and peace. In her opening address, Elmore asked everyone to
pray "for those we've lost; and our uncertain future."

Representatives were asked to speak
about how they are told in their religion
to handle such a crisis and, in the case of
Islam, to put to rest preconceived notions
people may have about their faith.
"There's no such thing as a 'Muslim
terrorist,'" said computer science Ph.D
student Sohaib Khan. "That's an oxymoron."

Khan, keynote speaker for Islam,
gave a five-minute presentation, outlining
the Islamic faith, putting to rest stereotypes about his faith, such as the idea of
suicide being condoned. "Human life is
sacred ... to contemplate suicide is a sin,
because God gave the life and someone
PLEASE SEE
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Campus-wide town meeting
gives community a voice
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER
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UCF students and faculty, along
with an invited panel of speakers, participated in a town meeting_ Thursday
night to discuss the Sept. 11 attacks.
The UCF singers began the evening
with "America the Beautiful," followed
by the UCF
Alma
Mater and
finally the
National
Anthem.
Dr.
Houmann
•
Sadri,
moderator
for
the
meeting
and
also
UNA-UCF
faculty
sponsor,
- HOUMANN SADRI
praised the
MEETING MODERATOR
initiative
taken
by
UCF students.
"The idea and credit behind organizing this forum goes to the students,"
said Sadri.
Sponsored by the model United
Nations of ·ucF and Honors Congress,
the event was designed to answer questions and concerns about the recent
attacks on America. The panel Of speakers, which included professors from the
political science department, psychology department and the general manager

The idea
and credit
behind
•
organ1z1ng
this forum
g·oes to the
students.
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HALEY CABRERA

I CFF

The 'I Give a Shirt about UCF' promotion gave away over 600 I-shirts to students who brought
in a I-shirt from another college. The turned in shirts were given to Goodwill.

Students 'give a .shirt'
JULIA DURESKY

I UCF MARKETING

Students and faculty participate in a town
meeting. Topics varied in their discussion but
were mainly centered around the terrorist
acts that took place on Sept. 11 in both New
York and Washington.

STEPHANIE SWEETMAN
STAFF WRITER

UCF students had the opportunity to
throw UF, FSU and an assortment of other
universities in the trash Sept. 19 as part of the
''I give a shirt about UCF' spirjt event.
Over 600 students on the Orlando,
Daytona and Brevard campuses donated t-

shirts of other colleges during the promotion.
Students brought in an old or newt-shirt representing another college, put it in a trashcan
and received aUCF shirt in return. The sports
marketing department gave the collected
shirts to Goodwill.
"I got rid of a shirt I don't wear anymore
PLEASE SEE
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Heorts in Atlantis hos elements of o typical
Stephen King adaptation, minus the mystery.
For more, see A-20.

Unable to donate blood
Read one student's account of not being able to help
his fellow Americans because of his sexuality..
For more, see A-10.

Professor posthumously honored
Former UCF professor Jonathon Mednick was recently
presented an emmy posthumously.
For more, see A-7.

Virginia Tech, part II
UCF takes on Virginia Tech this Saturday.
Find out what the Knights are ~n for this weekend.
For more, see B-1.
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Bomb threat interrupts assembly
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FROM PAGE A-1

willingly took it away."
Not to mention his own personal grief. Khan
·had a cousin on the 106th floor of the first twin
tower who is still missing. "No religion can condone such acts."
Ken Hanson, Judaic studies adjunct professor
and converted Jew, spoke of the common bond all
the religions had in one God, referring to
Abraham, father of Israel according to Old
Testament texts, and revered in all the major religions. Hanson s~ated that all religions must work
together now. "We must not let such evil
stand ... all the religions must stand together, or we
will all fall alone ... we can ill-afford to remain
silent ... [this is] the responsibility of the religious
community."
The Christian representative called the
crowd's. attention to numerous biblical passages in
a pamphlet titled "How to Respond When Disaster
Strikes," broken into five stages: release grief,
respond to the needs of others, refuse to be bitter,
remember what's important and reflect on one's
own life.
· "Life is not about things," he said. "Imagine
being on the 102nd floor - what would be run-.
ning in your head? They called their families.
What else comes after this life? We need to learn
from them."
As the assembly drew to a close, speakers
were offered up to answer any questions for the
crowd. Just then police informed the group to
move across the street and disperse.
·Before 8:45 p.m., the Student Union received
a call from someone claiming a bo~b was somewhere inside. Police reported to the scene and
helped evacuate. Students were kept on the other
side until 9:15 p.m., when Sgt. Tom Gorbas let students and employees back in. According to Sgt.
Gorbas, the Orange County Bomb·· Squad was
called and asked to bring in a bomb-sniffing dog.
They were informed that it was simply too close to
the detonation period (which was reported as 15
minutes).
Jesus Munoz, custodian/maintenance supervisor for the Student Union, thinks it was just a jo~e.
"I feel it was nothing but to scare people." Munoz

_

CHRISTIE

Zrzo I CFF

Sohaib Khan, a computer science Ph.D, was the muslim
keynote speaker at the assembly. Khan said that he
could~'t express his heart ache and anguish over Sept.
11 's tragedy.
heard about the call over his radio and called his
boss. He said the entire union was evacuated in
about 4 seconds.
It's not known whether the threat was in conjunction with the assembly .
While officially their assembly was bro):cen
up, everyone involved still stayed and asked the
keynote speakers questions. Elmore said it was a
success, despite the setback. "I've never seen so
much unity in one spot. Obviously someone didn't
agree with us together, though. That's just plain
s~d. We got through it. They will not scare us. All
they did ~as get us more time on the news."
Reza Zangench, a philosophy student and a
Muslim, was in attendarice. "Maybe in the future
we can do this on a larger scale and get the com'"~
munity involved."

CHRISTIE ZIZO I

CFF

John Petro, political science student, asked about the use of force in
Afghanistan being used as a deterrent to other nations harboring terrorists.
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'Islam condemns
terrorism' is what
most Muslims want
to convey
ERIC ARGUELLES
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STAFF WRITER

Blood has spilled from the sands of
the Middle East, to the concrete streets
of America. Under the roofs of
Churches, Mosques and even Temples,
the people mourn.
Christians and Muslims, brother
religions, understand each other's pain,
but do not understand each other. What
was the reason behind the terrorism
that took place on Sept. 11 in
Washington DC and in Manhattan?
As a whole, America understands
that the terrorists are to blame, not the
race, culture or religion. But the fact is
that there is a lack of knowledge and
much ignorance exists between
Christians and Muslims. Politics, government and a difference 1n culture and
life-style is the foundation of this friction.
----_I

As for the terrorists, they have
their own beliefs. A belief they practice ·
in the form of terrorism. "It is not
Islam. If they were true to the teachings
of Islam, then they would not be doing
these heinous acts of terror. This is not
what Allah wants," said Humayoun
Khan, President of the Muslim Student
Association (MSA.)
Following the horror on Sept.11,
·the MSA held a peace assembly in
'UCFs Student Union. To further
express sympathy, the MSA handed out
flyers expressing their prayers and support around the campus.
"To kill one human is to kill the
entire race, and to save a li~e is to save
the entire race," said Khan, quoting a
famous Ayat or verse in the Koran. "If
the terrorists tried to represent for the
Muslims, they failed, and their actions
go against everything the Koran teaches."
Amidst the tragedy of the World
Trade Center, thousands of people are
missing or pronounced dead, but what
isn't realized is that hundreds of
Muslims were also involved in the
trage_4y as victims. In fact, so many
Mus¥ms worked in the World Trade
Center in fact, that there were thirteen
minJ Mosques on certain designated

"The magnitude and force of
floors so that those of Muslim faith
could pray at any given time.
which the slaughter from the_ sky
"This does not define Islamic prac- struck, serves as a wake up call. The
tice or belief. We should all learn from Middle East experiences terrorism
one another, maybe not accept a belief daily~ but -~9.!";' with the punishment
or opinion but to respect it," said .Faraz ·:..Ame.ri_caJ:ecelved on that fateful day.
Kureshi, Cabinet Member of Education -Enyy _spawns- some form of dislike
and Chair Speaker. Kureshi siid that · towards America, because we do not
the media has twisted many things live in a fearful atmosphere the way
dealing with Islam belief.
some nations do. I am from Egypt and
"Certain news stations have for the past four years we have suffered
defined the word Jihad falsely and from this sort of terrorism, Muslim
depict it as a Holy War," said Kureshi. upon Muslim. There is no justification
"The term Jihad means self defense, or for murder anywhere," said, Khaled
one who is in a constant struggle with- Hussain, member of the MSA.
in himself to follow Gods commands.
For America, this is a wake up call.
But it does not mean t-o lash out at Terrorism is very real. All America can
do is wait and see what results from
those who are not Muslim," he said.
The tragedy has left the American this terrorist attack. Thousands have
people angry, and questioning. What died here in America and thousands
about the Muslim Americans who live more will die in the Muslim world of
in the States? How do they feel? Afghanistan as a result of our forec_omMosques around ·the nation have ing military actions, and so the cycle
expressed their sympathies and disdain continues.
for the terrorist acts. Despite their con"Like religion, terrorism is a
doning of the tragedy, ignorance and belief, a practice, something that cananger have propelled hateful attacks not be shot, blown up nor perish to the
towards Islams and anyone with Arab defeat of an army. We Muslims,
appearance. "Those hate crimes Christians and Jews, are like brothers.
express the same emotions that the ter- Our holy books depict one God, and
rorists had in their minds," said tell of similar prophets, and even recKureshi.
ognizes Jesus," said Hussain .

Branch campuses provide learning experience
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

Though some students ar-e
not aware of it, Orlando is not
the only place that the University
of Central Florida calls home.
UCF is a pmt of a network
of campuses, and has smaller
branch
campuses
spread
throughout close proximity to
the main campus. These campuses are located in Downtown
Orlando,
South
Orlando,
Brevard and Daytona Beach.
Each provides a unique experience, different from the experience provided by attending the
main campus.
The intention of the many
branch campuses is to accommodate the thousands and thousands of students who desire to
enroll at the University each
year. Each campus serves a
select population with specific
interests and needs.

UCF Downtown
The UCF Downtown campus is one that was designed
with those working and residing
in the Downtown area in mind.
The logo for this campus is,
"Your Metropolitan University,"
and that is exact!_y what this
campus strives to represent. This
location offers University credited classes, as well as .noncredit
workshops
and
seminars.
"Lifelong learning," is what this
campus is designed for, as it
meets the growing needs of businesses, · striving to keep with
changes in times and technology.
UCF Downtown is home to
about 500 students for the fall
semester.
As for the main differences

between the main campus and
downtown campus, office manager Maritza Martinez, said,
"We are smaller and extend
more attention to students. We
have the ability to personalize
our attention, and because it is
such a small campus, we can
accommodate all students." The
times that classes are offered are
also different from those at the
main campus. The credited
courses are scheduled at times
that typically will not conflict
with work schedules. The UCF
Downtown Center, is located at
36 West Pine Street in
Downtown Orlando, and can be
reached by telephone at (407)
317-7700, or via their web site,
WWV!.downtown.ucf.edu.

South Orlando
Hidden in an Orlando business park called Central Park, in
close vicinity to the Florida
Mall, is the UCF South Orlando
Campus. This campus offers a
select amount of business and
technological courses for those
in the community, as well as
undergraduate and graduate
courses in several popular
majors, such as economics, engineering, psychology and political science. It also offers free
parking to all of its students
"Our small class size and
relaxing atmosphere creates a
less stressful learning environment. We have had great feedback from first-time students to
our site ·who are pleasantly surprised although almost all of
them have requested more class
offerings especially upper level
business classes," said Christine
Clark, the office manager of the
campus.

Other pride events
scheduled homecoming
FROM PAGE

A-1

and got a free shirt that says UCF,"
said Trevor Cox, an education
major.
Gert Garman, director of
sports marketing said the purpose
of the event was, "to encourage
UCF students to wear UCF merchandise and not merchandise
from other schools. If you're a
UCF student, wear black and gold
colors as well as UCF shirts and
hats with pride."
''It was great because some of
our students even went out and
bought shirts from other schools
just to exchange and do a good
thing for Goodwill," said Garman.
Fortunately, the spirit and
pride of UCF students is increasing. Garman said, "I think it is getting better and better every year.
We just started a Pride and
Tradition Committee and have
over 40 students participating. It's
awesome!"
Although there are still many
hats, license plates and apparel
from other schools seen on cam-

pus, the give a shirt promotion
seems to have helped the situation..
''This definitely helps school
spirit. It's one step to something
greater. We need school spirit at
UCF," said Jaime Johnson, a MIS
major.
For those who missed out on
the opportunity. to get involved in
UCF pride, there are several
opportunities to get involved and
display pride in the future. A pep
rally is scheduled for fall and the
"spirit police" will ride around
every Friday in October to make
sure that students are wearing
black and gold. Those not participating will be issued citations to
help get them in black and gold for
homecoming. Various contests are
held during athletic events and
give students a chance to win
prizes.
Another chance to trade in tshirts will take place in January,
when the ''I give a shirt about
UCF' promotion will happen
again to coincide with the opening
of the new Recreational Services
building.

The South Orlando campus
recently renovated their classrooms and computer lab with new
furniture and equipment. This
campus is located at 7300 Lake
Ellenor Drive in Orlando, and can
be reached at (407) 856-6585, or
their web site at www.southorlando.ucf.edu.

Daytona Beach
Rachel Hall, an Elementary
Education rriajor, says she has
experienced the "best of both
worlds," having attended.both the
main Orlando campus, and the
Daytona Beach campus.
"The
largest
difference
between the Orlando and Daytona
campus is at the Daytona campus,
you feel like everyone knows you,
and not your social security number, since it is a smaller campus. I
feel more comfortable at the
Daytona campus, because I have
been with the same group of students throughout my last two
years," said Hall. "I made lots of
close friends and have a great support group since we have been
clustered together for two years."
"On the other hand, the spirit
of the school, like football, cheerleading, sports, etc., is not as high
as the Orlando campus, which is
obviously because of the fact that
the events all happen at the main
campus. Overall, I feel less school

pride going to the Daytona campus, but the closeness of the people
at the Daytona campus is worth it,"
she said.
The Daytona Beach campus is
run through a partnership between
Daytona Beach Community
College and UCF. The community
college provides the first two years
of education, while UCF completes the bachelor's degree, offering only courses at the 3000 and
4000 levels. Also, most courses
take place during the afternoon and
evening hours.
The degrees are offered
through the areas that are the most
highly demanded by local residents. Graduate programs are also
offered in Arts anq Sciences,
Health, Engineering, Education
and Business Administration.
Though campus life activfties are
not as immense as those at the
main c~pus, there are various
extracurricular activities for students to participate in. Some of the
clubs offered on campus are the
Business Club, Future Teachers of
America, Psychology Club, Legal
Studies and Student Council for
Exceptional Children. Thoug_h
there is not an on campus newspaper, there is a Daytona Campus
newsletter.
This campus is located at
1200 West International Speedway
in Daytona Beach, and can be

communicated with by telephone
at (904) 255-7423 or their webpage at www.daytona.ucf.ed\l.

•

Brevard
The inaterial taught at UCF
Brevard, is directly intersected
with the ever-growing needs of the
community. This campus has been
part of the UCF Community since
they teamed up with Brevard
Community College, in 1968. This
program instilled a "2 plus 2 program," which functions to smooth
the transition from general education to classes in a particular major.
UCF Brevard has locations in
Melbourne, Cocoa and Palm Bay,
which have multiple tracks such as
undergraduate, graduate, honors
and certificate programs. There are
about 1,400 students enrolled in
the UCF Brevard campus, and
there are several extracurricular
programs on campus and numerous clubs. The current clubs on
campus are Psi Chi, Psychology
Club, Student Council for
Exceptional Children, Associate
for
Childhood
Education
International
and
Student
Government Association. The
U.C.F. Brevard Campus is located
at 1519 Clearlake Road, Cocoa,
and can be reached at (321) 6320067 and has a web site at
www.brevard.ucf.edu.
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Bone Densit I Birth Control
We are currently enrolling volunteers for a
research study comparing the bone mineral
density of patients receiving either Lunelle
or Depo-Provera injections
• Must be 18 to 35 years of age
• Must not have used injectable (Depo-Provera)
or implanted (Norplant) contraceptives within
the previous 5 years
• Additional restrictions may apply
If qualified, you can receive

free birth control injections, study
related diagnostic testing, and physical
exams at no cost to you for up to 2 years.

For participating in this study, you may
receive up to $340 as reimbursement for
your time and travel.

For more information, please call
(800) 231-0561
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Medical Care Centers of America
Study site locations in Tampa and Orlando
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Panel included professors, local news manager
FROM PAGE A-1
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a quote taken from a favorite war movie,
"The Guns of Navarro", "You are in it
for News Channel 13, each spoke briefly now."
about the implications of terrorism.
Eric Cooper, visiting professor of
Immediately following the speakers, those Political Science, applauded students and
in attendance were encouraged to offer faculty for participating in the forum. "We
concerns ·or questions up to members of need to deal with our feelings and emothe panel.
tions," said Cooper. She added, "This is
The dlleeting took on many different going to be an individual journey for each
topics, however a major theme was car- of us. We can't give into this."
ried on throughout the night.
General Manager for News Channel
"History has yet to tell us how the 13, Robyn Smythe· spoke about the
events of Sept. 11 will affect our nation, media's irrlluences during the terrorist
but I think it has shattered our complacen- attacks. "The media, particularly televicy," said Dr. Robert Bledsoe, former chair sion, is very powerful and helps shape our
of the Political Science Department and city, our state and our country," said
current associate dean of Arts & Sciences . Smythe. Recalling the events of Sept. 11,
"It has reminded us of the cost of leader- Smythe said "I became for the first time in students finally involved in public
ship and the responsibility of leadership." my career, a bona fide vie~er," she added affairs."
Social Psychology professor Randy "the definition of local news took on a
"The open forum was a success
Fisher spoke about the psychological whole new meaning."
because it brought together people of difinfluences of the .attacks. "There seems to
Many students came to the town ferent beliefs who expressed their feelings
be a greater in-group solidarity with those meeting for different reasons. "I am inter- on the events of Sept. 11. Although everyindividuals who call themselves ested in international affairs,'' said senior one did not agree on certain issues, we all
Americans," said Fisher. "We now feel Pamela Buinum., "Terrorism has a lot to agreed that America is a strong nation that
united as Americans."
do with that."
will rise up and overcome this hardship in
Political Science professor Dr. Sam
"I want to hear other people's reac- our history," said UNA-UCF president
H. Hawkins offered his unique perspec- tions to this crisis," said Political Science Jamie Hayes.
tive of a retired military commander. major Mike Saulino.
Hayes said that the Model UN club
Labeled by himself a "token conservaDr. Allyn Stearman, dean of Burnett wanted to give a voice to the community
tive," Hawkins spoke to the current gener- Honors College and faculty member came _when planning the event. "The panel of
ations and reminded them of their respon- to support UCF students. "It is important speakers was very diverse and gave the
sibility.
to support students to take time to put audience a chance to ponder over different
"You have been challenged. You will these events together,'' said Stearman. viewpoints regarding the attack," she said.
rise to greatness or your way of life will ''They want to show involvement in the "The United. Nations itself is a promoter
·
not survive," he said.·
affairs of the world." Stearman added, "I of international peace, which is extremely
Hawkins concluded his remarks with am grateful that we are beginning to see relevant in this situation."

Dr. Bledsoe, of
the pohtical
science
department,
discusses the
role of the
media following
the recent
terrorist
attacks•

CHRISTIE
ZIZO I CFF

JULIA DURESKY

I UCF MARKETING

Saiful Abdul-Ahad, a military history t_eacher
and Muslim said that he believes Americans
need to prepare for a serious war if it comes.
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Smaff classes
Nationally accredited programs
Evening and Web-based courses

A graduate degree with a majqr advantage
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-To UCF Graduate Studies representatives and faculty at
the Student Union,-Pegasus Ballroom, Wednesday,
October 3, 2-7 p.m .

•

www.graduate.ucf.edu ·
graduate@mail.ucf.edu
407-823-2766
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$300 could go a long
way for students
RYAN TOTKA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Gap or Express would
make a nice shopping spree.
Students have to go back to
school with the latest fashions
and stores like ANF, the Gap,
American Eagle Outfitters and
Hot Topic should all do well.
Are you in the mood for a
party? Gather the friends
together for a back-to-school
bash or football party. What
party is complete without a
cooler filled with cold beer
from Anheiser Busch (BUD)?
The money that would come
from a tax refund could put
together a great party and earn
points with the ladies.
Afterwards, you may need
some of the left over money to
hit Home Depot (HD) or
Lowe's (LOW) for some yard
cleanup and repairs (and to fix
that fence your drunken buddy
tripped over).
How bout a relaxing vacation to help ease the market
pain? For $300, you can get. a
good deal on a 3-day Carnival
Cruise (CCL). This is definitely money well spent. Or it
could cover your airfare on
Delta (DAL) or America
Airlines (AA) to a favorite
vacation spot. However, after
the terrible tragedy our nation
has experienced driving maybe
an option. This could be gas
and food money for that crosscountry trip. Many people
may elect to use this money to
enjoy a much-needed vacation.
What ever you decide to
do with your tax rebate check, ·
remember that life is short and
now is the time to enjoy it.

What is going to make this
market go up? It doesn't seem
that seven interest rates cuts by
Alan Greenspan have been a
big factor yet. Layoffs, disappointing earnings and poor
economic conditions aren't
helping my portfolio. At least I
have a $300 check coming
from the government to look
forward to. Many ask how this
will affect the market and the
economy. The whole point of
this tax refund was to pump
more money into our sluggish
economy. So what are people
really going to buy with the
$300? There are a few companies that I believe will benefit
from this tax refund.
I don't think people are
going to take that check and
deposit it into their brokerage
account. I think they've seen
enough losses for a lifetime
this year. It could be the
chance for younger investors
to put that money in a mutual
fund, but right now, you're better off living it up. I think people are going to use that money
for something they've always
wanted or they just might drink
it away (to feel better from the
market pain).
For college students, they
could choose to either buy
something they've always
wanted (within a reasonable
price range) or throw a phat
party. For some, this may be a
good start to get out of debt.
Some may use it to pay off
credit cards bills, make a car
payment or use it for rent. If Scholarship opportunity
you are in a good financial situation and want to use the for UCF students
$300 to have a little fun in life,
Check out the MG and the
here are a few ideas for you.
Stock Doctor I
Don't be surprised to see Collegelnvestors.com Student
increased spending on elec- · Portfolio Challenge. This is
tronic equipment such as DVD your chance to win a $1,000.
players, TV's, computers, MP3 scholarship and prizes such as
players and CD's. Three hun- Mi9rosoft software, t-shirts
dred dollars could spice up an and gift certificates.
apartment or dorm room from
For more information, log
stores like Best Buy (BBY) onto Collegelnvestors.com for
and Circuit City (CC). With .all the details or e-mail Ryan
college starting up again, these (Webmaster for StockDr.com
items get very popular around and Founder of
the fall season. The tax refund Collegelnvestors.com) at
used at Abercrombie and Fitch, stockjock@stockdr.com

Wondering what it
would be like to have
your own column?
The Future is looking
for a new columnist
and we want you to
join our staff.
If interested,
please email
opinions@ucffuture.com
for more information.

Two turntables and a microphone

JOE KALEITA {

CFF

•

Students compete in a rap competition held in front of the Student Un~on last Wednesday.

•

Anticipating taking the GRE?
Join UCF's 8-week GRE
Test Review Course
•

Now Available at the

DowntownAcademic Center
and
UCF Daytona Beach Campus
UCF Daytona Beach Campus:
Mondays from 6:00-9:00 PM
October 15, 2001- December 10, 2001
UCF Downtown Center:
Thursdays from 6:00-9:00 PM
October 18, 2001 - December 7, 2001

$350
For more info,. call (407) 207-4920,
oi go to http://www.dce.ucf.edu.
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UCF adopts honor code

a~

•
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EGG DONORS NEEDED
$7500.00
perfect h
mate
c

(.";vur.n donat.io~"\ 5ervtces

(Plus all expenses)

We have many infertile families in need of compassionate
women in order to realize their dream of having a child.
We are seeking women who are intelligent, between ages
18-28, physically fit and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. If
you desire to help a family and would like more information
please contact us.

•

1-800-264-8828 daclene@aperfectmatch.com
www.aperfectmatch.com

~ STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

•

11111

Problems with?

•
•

•
•

Need?

•

Landlords
Name change
Uncontested
Dissolution

•

•
•

A will
Insurance
Contracts
Police

Student Legal Services provides students with
assistance in selected areas of law such as
landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy,
criminal, traffic, & uncontested dissolutions. Qualified
students can receive consultation and representation

FREE OF CHARGE!
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.

407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

•

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.

Creed introduced after
Hitt appoints task force
EILEEN MARIN

Enroll today. Work at your own pace.
0

Integrity. Scholarship. Community. Excellence.
These four words sum up the entire UCF value system and together create the UCF Creed.
For about a year, a task force appointed by
President John C. Hitt brainstormed various ways of
writing and implementing the first ever UCF Creed.
And, as of August 2001, the creed was introduced to
the university at the New Student Convocation.
According to Dr. William Faulkner, Director of
Student Leadership Programs, 'The convocation
was the first unveiling of the UCF Creed." About
1,500 students and their families attended the convocation on Aug. 18 beginning a new tradition at UCF.
To adopt a value system for the students, faculty and staff to share, Patricia MacKown, Director of
Student Rights and Responsibilities and student
Ryan Mallory, a political science major, began their
search for a form of expression. Mallory, participat-ing in a LEAD Scholars Assistantship at the time,
researched what other universities, colleges and military institutes have used as their creed or ~onor code.
Mallory searched a variety of institutions ranging from the University ofVrrginia to the University
of South Carolina. Along his search, Mallory found
both traditional and modified types of honor codes to
model the UCF Creed after. To Mallory, there
seemed only one way to put this information to use.
He combined techniques to find a code that was
"most applicable to students."
The creed was not created to simply restrict or
focus on students. "It is not a student creed but a
creed for the entire community, it does not apply to
students only," said MacKown. She stressed the
importance of it being a community endeavor.
In order to ensure this sense of community, a
focus group of students was formed to review "trial
creeds." This was a way for students to voice their
thoughts and to collaborate in hopes of finding the

•

•

•

•

Writing About Literature

CRW 1101

Beginning Fiction Writing

EDF-3604

Social Foundations of Education

PUR 3000

Intro. to Public Relations

LAT 1140

Intro. to Latin I

ECO 2023

Principles of Microeconomics

MAC 1105

Basic College Algebra

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to register. See our website for specific details.
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CONTINUING
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Integrity, scholarship, community, and
excenence are the core values that guide
our conduct, performance, and decisions.
l"tegrity: twill practice and d·efend
academic and personal honesty.
Scholarship; ~ will cherish and honor
.Jearning as a fundamental purpose of my
membership in the UCF Community.
Community: I will respect the rights
of others and will value the unique contributions of every individual to promote an
open and supportive campus environ~
ment.
Excellence: I will strive toward the
highest standards of performance in any

endeavorf undertake.
perfect solution for UCF.
"In any community, it is important for all its
members to have an awareness and understanding of
the community values and expectations. These values and expectations can be a guide for our involvement with one another," _said Dr. Craig Ullom,
Associate Vice President of Campus Life.
This is the first time in the history of UCF that a
creed has existed. Before then the university had no
formal statements to share their views and expectations. However, when MacKown took on her position at UCF, she realized that UCF needed a way to
voice those expectations.
As she explains, creating a creed or any type of
moral code about 30 years after the establishment of
the university is like "putting a foundation under a
building that's already up."
The creed is still foreign to many on campus.
MacKown along with Mallory and others is working
on marketing the creed. Currently, the creed has been
laminated on bookmarks that were passed out at the
fall convocation. The group is considering other
forms of advertisement as well. Plans include the
creed appearing in classrooms, printed on blue test
books, bronze casting it somewhere on campus and
even including it in admissions questions.

Professor posthumously honored with Emmy
Mednick s memory still
alive with award
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

ENC 1102

~·

STAFF WRITER

1

Flexi bi Iity

UCFCreed

Film faculty and students are proud that
professor Jonathon Mednick posthumous
received an Emmy for his
producing and directing of
"American High." Mednick
died this summer of a brain
aneurysm.
"At the department
meeting on Monday, they
announced that he won the
Emmy,"
said
Shirley
Bazemore, lhe film department's officer manager.
Mednick
"Everyone here was very
excited."
Mednick, 43, was working in New York on
a new television series when he died on June 7.
"He was still working in the industry and
taught from experience," said Ann Marie
Placas, a senior majoring in film. "He expected a lot from us. I thought it was refreshing. I
felt for the first time that I had a film teacher."
"He was an outstanding contribution to
the department," said Richard Blum, a screenwriting professor. "He had an excellent impact
on the students."
"The last time I saw him he gave everyone

Godiva chocolate with a note that said 'See
you next semester'," said Art Cordoba, a
senior broadcast engineer. "Up until now I
have kept the chocolate and the nice note as a
way to remember him."
"American High" followed the social and
family lives of fourteen seniors at. Highland
Park High School in suburban Chicago. The
half-hour show was on Fox for four episodes·
in the summer of 2000 before being cancelled
by low ratings. PBS later bought the show and
aired it in its 13-episode entirety. So far there
are no plans for a videocassette and/or DVD
release of the television show.
Fred Kovey of Popmatters.com wrote of
"American High" as "Sometimes it's interesting; sometimes it's moving. It's an admirably
non-exploitative effort, full of valuable information."
The award was in a new category for a
reality programs that did not give its subjects a
prize, as opposed to "Survivor" where the winner got a million dollars. Nominees for nonprize reality programs were Bravo's "The
Awful Truth With Michael Moore," "The E!
True Hollywood Story" on E! Entertainment
Television, HBO's "Taxicab Confessions" and
The Learning Channel's "Trauma: Life in the
ER" as well as "American High."
Mednick majored in economics at
Havorford College in Pennsylvania. He later
received a master of fine arts from Temple
University in Philadelphia. He also taught at
New York University, Wesleyan University
and the University of Iowa.

Tips for better studying·habits
EILEEN MARIN
STAFF WRITER

Studying is a skill, one that
requires complete concentration, knowledge of the material,
and tons. of caffeine. However,
when there are football games
to attend and parties to frequent, it's studying that can put
a damper on college life.
However, studying does
not have to be a damper. There
are a variety of techniques that
can help any student stay on top
of their academics, while not
missing out on the entire college experience.
To begin with there are
two types of study behaviors:
passive and active. Passive
studying is the most common
habit. According to Jason
Rich's The Everything College
Survival Book, "They [students] think that as long as they
look at their notes and read
their textbooks they are covering the material adequately."
However, as Rich says,
"Studying, in this sense, is not
much different from watching
television: You simply look, listen and somehow 'take it all
in"'
In contrast to an episode of
Friends, the topics discussed in

psychology class will be tested
·on and so, to simply 'take it all
in' would not improve a student's grade.
In order to fully understand the material and to apply
it to everyday life, Rich suggests taking the active approach
to studying. "Active studying
means you do something.
Instead of merely look at and
listening to new material, you
think about it and, in the
process, make it a part of your
general knowledge," says Rich.
To embrace an active
approach to studying, a vatjety
of techniques exist to increase
the consumption of academic
information. To begin with,
attending class is key to understanding the material. Unless a
student is "live and in person,"
the course will never fully
make sense.
A second tip is to bring a
tape recorder to class.
However, relying fully on the
recording may not be reliable.
A tape recorder will pick up
background noises making
some lectures difficult to follow and understand. A recorder
is a _helpful tool but taking
notes while recording is even
more effective.
The art of listening is also

a key in maintaining a high
GPA. However while most students hear the professor's lecture, they rarely listen to it.
Listening involves more than
opening ears; it involves interaction with the speaker. ·
Listening is an art like
studying. To listen, one must
pay attention, "minimize distraction," watch the speaker's
body language and listen to the
emphasis they put on specific
words. Listening also involves
complete concentration as well
as effort.
"Developing good study
habits requires that you combine multiple skills such as
time management, reading,
writing and reviewing,'' says
Ri_ch. And, taking notes in class
is probably the oldest habit.
Rich recommends recording all key terms. Note taking is
not a time to record eyery word
the teacher speaks. Instead
writing down all key terms will
cut down hand cramps and
increase listening opportunities. Using incomplete sentences and short phrases is also
helpful and less time consuming.
After class has ended for
the day, creating an outline of
the notes will help reiterate the

Coping with
terrorism

day's lesson. Any diagram or
outlining procedure will do.
However when creating the
outline of notes, it is important
to remember the common
themes of the lesson.
Rich advises asking these
questions: "What were the
major points the teacher made?
What were the main topics?"
Finally the book suggests asking, "What seems to be the professor's personal opinion about
the material?" Knowing these
answers will help a student
understand what to expect on
future tests and assignments.
Finally, there is much a
student can do to continue
active study habits. Simply
reading over notes, quizzing
themselves, consulting other
sources and actively reading
chapters are all helpful in staying on top of coursework.
While there is no right or
wrong way to study and prepare for exams, it is up to the
student to determine what
works best for them. However,
the first step to academic success is realizing that college is
more than being independent
for the first time, but "is also
about attending classes, reading
textbooks, writing papers ahd
doing lots of studying."

In the wake of Q\lr nation'$
tragedy rhis room has been
reserved for

Silent Prayer
And

Mediation
lJntil September 20, 2001

KELLY PE'l'RIK

I CFF

After the events of Sept. 11, the
university opened up rooms that were
available to students for prayer and
meditation. Other prayer vigils were also
held on cainpus as part of an effort to help
. students co'-e with the events.
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BECKI PANOFF

The first CD pressed in the
U.S. was Bruce Springsteen's
"Born in the USA" . .

•

The

•

•

Sigma Chi Achieves Honor

NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

•

.

In the adult human body,
there are 46 miles of nerves .

Greek Student Success
.

This Tuesday marks the third fall semester
of "Greek Student Success," an all~Greek scholarship program that meets each Tuesday at 2:30.
Greek Student Success comprises an entire
semester of leadership and academic topics
designed to help new members of Greek organizations better succeed in college. Topics include
time management, study skills, stress management, and communication within groups.
.
, The program is organized by seven student
leaders, the Greek Academic Mentors, from different fraternities and sororities across campus,
and is overseen by Greg Mason, the Director of
Greek Affairs, and Tim Edwards of First Year
Advising and Information Services.
"It's a great opportunity to meet new people, to meet your advisors, and to have fun," said
' Mentor Brandon Lee. ''There's also free food."
Last year's Greek Student Success program
provided participants with an average of sixteen
hours of support services, including one seminar
for which much of the school's First Year
Advising staff came to the program to help with
spring schedule planning. Participants also saw a
substantially higher GPA than non-participating
Greek students, as they achieved a GPA of 0.42
higher than the non-participants.
While designed to help first year Greek new
members, the program is open to all Greek students.

Sigma Chi fraternity was awarded the
Peterson Significant Chapter Award at the
national fraternity's annual Leadership Training
Workshop, held at Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana. The Peterson Award is the
highest honor bestowed upon an undergraduate
chapter, and recognizes scholarship, member
retention, financial stability, campus leadership
and community service (among other categories).
Sigma Chi will be presented with a monetary contribution from the Sigma Chi
Foundation, a separate educational and charitable corporation that has awarded more than $2.5
million in educational grants and awards in the
past two years.

Stepshow on the Yard
In honor of those affected by the tragedies
of Sept.11, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. held
"A Stepshow on the Yard" last Wednesday on
the side patio at the Student Union.
Stepshows, an organized and choreographed combination of rhythmic expressions
like dancing and clapping, have long been a tradition both of the nation's Latin and AfricanAmerican fraternities and sororities.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. is part of the
National Panhellenic Council at UCF, the governing body of the school's seven historically
African-American fraternities and sororities, all
of which draw a tremendous amount of support
for each other's ~tepshows .

A 2 X 4 is really 1-1/2" by 31/2"

Birthdays

original

" ''''
American
Pledge of \
Allegiance
was
published in the
September 8,
1892~ issue of ·
The
Youth's
Companion in
Boston.
For
years, the authorship was in disbetw·een
pute
James B. Upham
and Francis Bellamy of the magazine's staff. In 1939, after
studying the controversy, the
United States Flag Association
decided that authorship be credited to Bellamy. The phrase
"under God" was added to the
pledge on June 14, 1954.

Sept. 26, 1985
Shamu, first kil!er
whale born in captivity
Sept. 27, 1722
Samuel Adams,

U.S.
Revolutionary
War leader
d: 1803
Sept. 28, 1964
Janeane Garofalo, actress
Sept. 29, 1942
Madeline Kahn, actress
d: 1999
Sept.30, 1924
Truman Capote [Persons],
writer d: 1984

(from www.uselessknowlege.com)

Wal-Mart
sold
116,000
American flags on Sept. 11 ,
2001; Wal-Mart only sold 6,400
on that date last year.

How tong??
The average 60-minute
audio cassette tape has 562.5
feet of tape in it.

Oct. 1,. 1945
Rod Carew, baseball
Oct. 2, 1951
Sting [Gordon Sumner],
singer, songwriter

Quote of the Week
"An eye for eye only ends up
making the whole world blind."
- Mahatma Gandhi
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HP 315 Digital
Camera

Rio 600/32MB
MP3 Player

Handspring Visor
Edge Handheld

Canon ZR20 or
ZR25 MC Camcorder

Buy more. Save more.
Buy any Mac and receive a free Lexmark color printer*
(tax and other charges not included).
Now's the time to buy your Mac. They're fast, easy to use, and
loaded with features. Express yourself by creating your own
iMovies. Use iTunes to rip MP3s from your favorite CDs, or
burn custom CDs. Enhance your work with productivity
and graphics software. And share files with anyone.
The benefits add up-just like the savings.

-

Save even mote when you also buy these great products:

Canon ZR20 or ZR25 MC Camcorder, HP 315 Digital Camera, Handspring Visor Edge
Hanclheld, and Rio 600/32MB MP3 Player. For each product you buy, you'll receive
a $100 instant rebate.
Take advantage of special student pricing. You can even get an Apple
Instant Loan for Education. Buy and save online at the Apple Store for Education:
www.apple.com/education/store, call 800-780-5009, or visit the UCF Computer Store
in the Student Union.
Offer good between July 18, 2001, and October 14, 2001.

• Storepurthase rctjuilcdand ~subjea to salesrax. Olferbaoed on 169 iru.tant rebate and $69 M:muf:icturer's SUJ18CSted RettJI Pnce for the Lexmm Z32 ColorJetpnnter. Offer:tlsogood tow:ml $69 in.ltlllt rebate forll39 "ISRP on the Lexmarl<Z53 Colorjetprinter.

fJ20IJI Apple Computer, /11c.Allngbtsresert"'1 App/e, lbeApplelfJ/P. AppleSrort,.\fac, and"Tbinkd/jfenmt"are trwJemarlzsofAppleComputer; Inc., reglSlend i11 tbeUS. and a1bermunlries. iMweisa trodemarl! ofAppleCompulJ!T Inc. Otbermmpany andprodua 1l011U!Smetlllo11edben!in maybe
trademarks of their res{Jdtive mmpanies. i/Unes is liansedfor reproduafon of 1wnmpyrigbted maJerlaJs or maJeriaJs tbe user is /'8fllly permitted to reproduce.
•
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Gays restricted from blood donation
In his efforts to assist
Americans in a time of
need, student is denied
his contribution
CARY SUMMERS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Never have I felt more helpless as a
citizen of the United States of America.
My feelings since the Sept. 11 tragedy
have been everywhere from sadness for
the victims to anger at our enemies. But
as a gay American, I have also been saddened by the fact ·that the government
only seems to be interested in my monetary help.
Even though I hold a job, contribute
to the economy, go to college and pay
my taxes, I am refused the right to help
out my country in its time of need. I am
not just referring to our exclusion from

serving in the Armed Forces, but also to
our inability to give blood.
I've watched the heroic efforts of
the Red Cross, and other such organizations, as thousands across our nation
went to do their part~to give the gift of
life. The question I ask the FDA is:
What about us?
I know that I'm tested for AIDS regularly despite my sexual behavior. Can
those of you that are able to give blood
say the same? I guess it doesn't matter
considering that all blood that's collected is tested anyway. An unfounded stigma has been attached to the homosexual
in regard to AIDS. I don't understand
why it continues to stick even though
many non-gay groups presently have the
majority of new cases of this deadly disease.
Right now, as I write this, thousands
of my fellow countrymen and women
still lie buried under rubble and debris.
We can only hope and pray that there
may still be survivors. Meanwhile, those

who were .injured may have required
blood. I'm sure many still do.
Those who were able to contribute
by giving blood were given a chance to
feel a sense of pride. That strong sense
of being an American that we have been
denied.
Many of the gay men and women I
know are some 'of the most patriotic
people you may ever encounter. Our
marriages are not legally recognized in
most states and our spouses are refused
financial and medical rights, regardless
that homosexual youths are beaten and
taunted in our schools and that we can't
serve in the military. In spite of the ·irrational fact that we can't give our own
blood, we still love our country.
We have had our hands tied behind
us in this crisis. We have family and
friends who have suffered, too. We too
are Americans.
How long must our hatred keep us
from unity? How long must we wait
before we are allowed to stand shoulder

to shoulder with our brothers and sisters, without hiding our faces behind
masks for protection? I refuse to hide
my face any longer.
Homosexuality, like my skin color,
like
my _ right-handedness,
my
Midwestern upbringing, makes up only
a small part of the person that is me. My
blood is just as good as any other
American's. I am not-we are notdefective.
I hear people talk of killing different groups. I see people parading messages of hate on their car windows .
There is no sympathy in my heart for
whoever orchestrated the terror, but I do
know that mass destrucfion will not
bring back those who are lost. No matter
what the final decision is, some may be
happy, some will be mad, but I think
most will only feel empty. I pray, to an
all-loving God, that the people hurt in
this tragedy find peace. And I also pray
that we can understand that hate only
equals hate.

Missing the CIAST can delay senior's graduation
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Beginning my senior year at UCF, I was
confident that I had outgrown all the stages
of ignorance that come with being a college
student. I was certain that after three years of
learning lessons the hard way, I was older,
wiser, and above all, better informed. I can
recite the Golden Rule like the pledge of allegiance, I am as familiar with the laws governing underage drinking as any police officer, and I've mapped out a system that allows
me to find a parking spot at UCF regardless
of the time or day of the week. I've also
decided on a major, secured an internship and
involved myself with organizations related to
my career goals. With that said, I'm still
ignorant, or rather, still not better informed.
Recently, a letter arrived in my mailbox
from UCF's Student Academic Resource
Center kindly explaining that _my records are
on hold effective immediately. I had not ful-

filled my CLAST requirement and I am ineligible to register for classes. Looking back, I
only remember receiving one reminder about
taking the CLAST exam which arrived three
days after the deadline for registration sometime this past spring semester. It was the first
time I had been made aware that I had not
fulfilled my CLAST criteria because of
insufficient scores that I received on the math
portion of my SAT or ACT during high
school. Apparently, it was adequate enough
to get me into UCF, but not enough to get me
ou._t. Throughout years of meeting with
numerous advisors, they all failed to mention
that I had not met the requirement. Moreover,
the more semesters I completed at UCF, the
later my registration date became. Despite a
strong GPA and ample amounts of credits" I
found myself bumped to the bottom of the
pile during registration time. Consequently, I
was unable to get into several classes crucial
to my major as they quickly filled up. As I
petitioned to my advisors to· get into closed

classes, tlJ.ey still did not explain that the reason I was continually bumped to the end of
the registration line had everything to do with
my unfulfilled CLAST requirement.
As of a few days ago, I am completely
informed about my CLAST requirement and
how it will affect my college career. A three
page letter from the Student Academic
Resource Center explains which clas~es I can
take to fulfill the requirement, or when and
where to register for the next scheduled
exam. It also explains that the CLAST hold
will not be removed simply because a student
was unaware of the requirement.
It's all very clear now, but a little late in
the game. I am registered for the next scheduled exam in early October, and if I don'.t
pass, my records will still remain OQ hold. I
am in danger of losing a scholarship and
financial aid if I am unable to register next
semester. I've missed my chance to sign up
for any math course as an alternate method to
satisfy the CLAST criteria b~ause my letter

conveniently arrived a day after the add/drop
deadline. The letter also conveniently arrived
just as I begin to fulfill my last 36 credits at
UCF.
Am I to blame for not being aware of
the CLAST requirement or could the faculty
and staff at UCF paid more attention to my
educational progress? Why would something
so crucial to a student's education be kept to
secretive? Perhaps my predicament could
have been avoided if I was only informed
two or three years ago of a mandatory test
that could now presumably put my educational career on hold. The university goes to
extraordinary lengths to remind students to
sign up for intramural flag football, to advertise the employee of the month and to prompt
students to purchase their parking decals.
The university has certainly done an impeccable job keeping up with students' library
fines and issuing parking tickets. Perhaps
these are the things that are a matter of priority at UCF.
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Relationships are like
clothes, you have to know
when to get rid of them
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

I have a new theory concerning boys
and girls and why we all just can't seem to
get along. You see, it is not that I personally
have had severely traumatizing experiences dealing with people of
the opposite sex, well okay
that's a lie. Truthfully I
have, but actually it's
more· than that-it's not
just me ·anymore.
Suddenly, I am not the only one
stressing over a current issue-ridden
relationship. I have girls crying to
me, pleading that I explain to them
why boys never say the right
thing. On the other hand, guys are
seeking my now semi-professional advice concerning girls and trying ·to answer the obvious question, "Why are girls so sketchy?"
Okay, so you may ask, if more
and more people are becoming
listless and unfulfilled in their current love affairs, why aren't '"'.'e all
single? Is that where we are headed? A life of perpetual singleness?
Here comes my theory, to explain
why it is we just can't seem to stay
happy in relationships.
I think basically, we view our
partners in relationships the same
way we view our old clothes.
Everyone has old clothes, clothes
that we no longer seem to look good in,
clothes that no longer fir our personal needs-let's say our personalities. We don't even like these "clothes" anymore, but we
leave them hanging in our closets.
Why? Why not just throw them away? Why don't we find
new, better clothes, better people? Because trends change. Just as
an example, who imagined we would be wearing capris again?
But we are, normal pants that we just altered a little, made them
fit our stylistic needs. If you are like me, you can't stand giving
clothes away. I have so many clothes I don't wear, and probably
will never again, but I can't stand the idea of giving them up. The
separation makes me very uneasy. The clothes still have potential; one day I just might need them again.
See like clothes, we keep relationships around because of
their potential. Why give them away when we can just alter them
a little?
While I w6rt 1t just gi:ve:my- c;loth~~ !\~_ay~ J_wiJ! pe1,:i9dtcally .
loan them out, until I need them back. So this is acceptable, as
long as someone returns them back in the same condition in
which they were borrowed. Much like the people we are seeing,
sometimes we don't mind if they stray for a while, as long as we
find them back in our lives, the way we want them to be.
But sometimes our clothes can be a hassle, especially the
ones that need a lot of attention. Ironing, altering, dry-cleaning,
this all gets time consuming and irritating. Sometimes it's just
not worth it, sometimes clothes just aren't worth wearing, sometimes relationships just aren't worth saving. Certain people are
way too high maintenance and require too much attention in relationships.
Clothes are like people, some clothes are trendy .and only in
style for a single season, while others are classics, you just can't
seem to get rid of them. Still, somehow we manage to keep all of
our old clothes, our old relationships, even though we may still
be acquiring new ones. Eventually there is no more room for all
of these old clothes. So, we relocate them to boxes or suitcases
that we store at the very tops of shelves we can't reach or never
bother to, or below our beds where mounds of dust pile on top of
them. Now we have baggage. Lots of baggage to carry with us
every time we move on in our life. Each time we find a new place
to live we carry with us our personal effects. It's the same with
our personal relationships; we keep a part of each person and
drag it with us to the next adventure in dating.
This is my theory on relationships. Until recently, most
specifically last Wednesday, this theory was just a funny analogy. But d1:1e to personal events in my life, I think I might be on to
something. In any case, maybe this will motivate some of you to
·clean out your own closets. I know I am.

Few people f
will ever set toot ma11 office like this. But tfum,
tew peopfe nave what it Jakes to be a Marine Officer. Officer
Candidates Sctwal (OCSJ is the first .step towards preparing you
tor a future beyond anything you can imagine.

Al OCS you'iJ develop the qualities you need to become a Marme
Officer; lnvalua/Jfe training that could lead to an exclling caieer m
aviaflon. If yoo've got what it lakes to be aleader of Marines, yau cwid
get an office wirfl a spectacular view.

'Ma.riiJes

•

The Few. The Proud.
MARINE CHI ICER

Vistt Coptoin Jackson Reese or GySgt Jomes Coleman on l October 2001
ot the UCF Graduate/low Professionol Career Foir from 10:00 om - 2:00 pin of UCF Student Union/Pegasus Ballroom
or ot South Patio/Student Union on 2October 2001 from 10:00 om - 2:00 pm or cell toll free 1/866/290-2680.

Thinking about

Law School?

•

Come to the Miami Law Fair
Nova Southeastern University Law Center,
St. Thomas University School of Law,
·and University of Miami School of Law will host
a Miami Law Fair on:

Friday, OctQber 5, 2001 from 1 to 6 p.m. at
the Hyatt ·Regenc~-Miami.
Over 85 law schools from throughout the country will be in attendance. This
event is free and open to the public. Prospective law students are
encouraged to attend.

•

For more information and to register, visit our web site

www.law.miami.edu.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
6ay adoptions an~
religion

Similarly, God and nature also
allow that those of the same sex
can find a way to love each other
and express that love through the
ultimate physical act.
Whatever is said, this is not a
debate about the morality of
homosexuals. Let's think about
the children in this matter.
In my opinion, homosexual
parenting is not perfect. Children
learn how to form relationships
by watching those around
them. As Freud taught, . a child
learns the way of things by viewing a man and a woman interact
in
a
monogamous
relationship. But if heterosexuals
were perfect parents, we wouldn't
need adoption, now would we?
Nature has been altered, and
not by gays ' but by all

As a child of an abusive
father, I am shocked that there is
so much concern over the supposed threat of gay couples
adopting children.
More shocked am I to see
that all opposition to gay adoption printed in your newspaper is
built upon a peculiar interpretation of the Bible. The Bible
describes the nature of human
sexual reproduction as man with
woman. And that is truly the way
nature intends: humans copulating, man with woman, only to
produce offspring. Nature, of
course, allows humans, married
or not, to use sex as an expression
of love, not reproduction.

people. Marriages between
straights are sometimes cold;
children are raised not knowing
how to express care to others.
Sometimes the parents hit each
oth~ What must that teach a
child? Nature is being replaced
by human civilization, that maryelous system that can flex
around any obstacle. Now the
importance is not reproduction,
as it has been with animals or
scattered tribes of primitive
humanity. The importance is getting along with this population of
ours, and all that matters there is
love.
There are children out there
who can't be adopted. All good
kids, some with a lot of issues to
work through, others just needing
a parent or two. It's not their fault

that they can't be adopted. It's
that there aren't enough parents to
go around.
If a gay coupl~ passes all the
background checks and are
proven financially, emotionally
and psychologically able to house
and raise a child, there should be
no difference between them and a
straight couple. Surely anyone
can agree that being a sane member of society is better than the
simple trait of preferring love
with the opposite sex.
I can.understand that a lot of
people love their versions of God
and his works, but as is so often
misstated, this country was not
founded on Christianity, nor is
this a Christian state. The founding fathers were mostly secularists and deists. More important

than personal religious beliefs is
the ability for us all to get along
and understand each other. And,
as with all societies, we must be
able to raise our children to be
viable citizens.
Heterosexuals have millions
of bad parents among their
ranks. It has also been shown that
homosexuals do not consistently
raise gay children, nor do heterosexuals always raise straight
ones, so let's put that to rest.
If we followed all interpretations of the Bible, bankers and
worldly leaders would be called
sinner~1 just as much as gays, but
we let rhem raise children all the
time. Ltt good people raise kids,
gay or straight.

-WILLIAM JARVIS

Traditions can't be forced, they come with time
...will UCF

students go
along with
newly
"established"

traditions?', c--,
r

/ d,_f'1

RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

t

The faculty at UCF has deemed us tradition-less. Why else would they institute a
Pride and Traditions Committee to perk up
our lack of long standing traditions?
Everyone on campus agrees we could use a
shot in the arm of school spirit and more oncampus traditions would do wonders, but
will UCF students go along with newly
"established" traditions?
At Florida State University, they have a
tradition of students being thrown into the
fountain on their birthday. And this happens
even in the winter, which can get down to
thirty degrees in Tallahassee. This most likely is not legal, but the police have never tried
to put a stop to this tradition.
At the University of Florida, they have
Gator Growl were they do the Gator Chomp
and do the Gator dance. Okay, I don't know
if there is a Gator dance, but I do know the
song "We are the boys from old Florida"

between the third and fourth quarter of every
home game. Also, a man referred to as Mr.
Two Bits does a cheer before every game to
get the crowd going. 'Two bits, four bits, six
bits, a dollar. All for the gators, stand up and
holler!"
UCF students feel like they need to
compete with these universities and we do
when it comes to academics, accomplishments and national recognition. But on traditions? I'm afraid FSU and UF have seniority
on us there.
It is unlikely that the Pride and
Traditions Committee will come up with
anything as significant as Spirit Splash simply because they don't want to step on anyone's toes. Having hundreds of students
jumping into the reflection pond was not
something that was approved by Dr. Hitt or
voted on by SGA. It was simply a random
act. In the mid-90's, a group of students were

yelling and screaming at a pep rally the
Friday before a homecoming game and we
were just crazy to be in the refection pond
rather than stand around. It was wild, unexpected, fun and just harmless enough for the
students to do it again next year.
Whatever traditions the committee
comes up with will not feel wild, expected
and fun, but feel rather forced on like a pair
of tight blue jeans. It will seem natural and
traditional to everyone outside, but inside its
awkward and uncomfortable. UCF will just
have to wait for the students to develop their
own traditions like FSU and UF.
On a side note, I was talking to a friend,
a UCF alumni now attending law school at
UF, about traditu:ms on Florida campuses
and he added one amusing folklore. "A brick ·
falls from the century tower every time a virgin graduates from UF," he said. "Never has
a brick fallen."

IBarnes & Noble Kiosk I
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Orlando, FL 32816
(407) 823-2665
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Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Services

On Campus

Personals
TratJel
Miscellaneous

HELP WANTED
'Promotions
21+ Yrs. old, Flexible Hrs.
Nights & Weekends, $10.50 hr.
Great experience
Fun Atmosphere
Drug Testing, 877-346-1480
Assistant Manger for
Tropical Smoothie Cafe
located inside the YMCA at Blanchard Park.
Shift: 6:45 am - 1:30 pm,
Monday tbru Friday.
Competitive wage. Benefits
include health insurance, free
meals & paid vacation.
Call 407-658-1610.
Ask for Barry or Viclci.
Full-time or part-time Receptionist needed for
Oviedo Veterinary Clinic. Must have good
407people slcills. Flexible hours. Call
366-7323. Located at 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd
- Publix Plaza near World Gym.
BASSIST WANTED
for established power/metal
band. Influences include: Tool,
Godsmack, Pantera, Incubus.
Call Dave@ 407-977-5846.
Get paid for your activism on campus! The
United States Student Association is hiring a
campus organizer to work on student/labor
campaigns and electoral reform campaigns at
the University of Central Florida. Part-time,
good pay. If you are interested call Jessica
Angus at 1-877-87'7-2669 or email at
od@usstudeats.org •
Brown's Gymnastics seeking part-time cheerleading-gymnastics coach at Winter Park location. Ability tci coach and spot cheerleading
and tumbling. Fax resume to
407-869-0774. For more information contact
Sandy 407-869-8744.
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 • $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com
Looking to earn money for your organization
or yourself? Try Fund-U, a no-cost fundraising program that's easy and i:eliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or visit www.fond-u.com
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All yc.u need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please calf 407-581-3777.
Part-time Stable Assistant needed • in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.
Good food, good hours, fun environment.
Need hard working individuals for busy
Nature's Table Cafe located in the AT&T
Wireless bldg. by UCF. Hours of operation
7 am· 9 pm M-F, 7-2 Sat. Call Kathy at
407 -514-6999.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AMJPM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.

$10 PER HOUR + Guaranteed
Exciting opportunity promoting food products. Work with Radio Disney, Publix, WinnDixie and other large supermarkets. Great fun
for outgoing persons. Earn while you learn.
Part-time/full time & Management pos. avail.
Call after 2 pm M-F 305-895-8791 or
1-800-NEW-BAGEL

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.
6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square.
Average $7-22/br. Call 407-897-1146.

How to Place an Ad

Telephone HOW"S
Monday • Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

A(idrC$S
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Emaih classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check
. In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

Deadline
Noon on Friday prior to publication

Paymeut M¢th?ds
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Write a Good Classified Ad
tq a mini~. Make it easy for readers to
understan,d.
.· ·
4, Plac¢ yoUriielOn the!i:reader's pc;>s-ition. Ask what you w9u1d lil<e to
ja]e.
know about the merchandise f<>i- sale. Include information such as
2. Always include the price ofcthe item(s) you are selling. 52.percentof •
brand natneS, color aw:l Other specific descripti(>µs.
classioed readel$ do not respo:qd to ad$ tliat do l)Ot indud~ ~ prlce,
I. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Sta.rt~. witb {be
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for

Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com

*

*

Fraternities Sororities Clubs *
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Aerobic kickboxing instructor needed. No
teaching exp. necessary. Will train. Exciting
atmosphere and working cond. Up to $15 to
$20 an hour. Skills and good attitude a must.
Call Sifu at 407-895-0603 or 407-234-6271.

FOR SALE
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

1996 Chevy S-10 King Cab
5 speed, cold air, 63 k miles, bedliner, only
$5,500. (407) 366-8611.

1987 Acura, Integra
4 dr, auto, cold air, 120k miles, $2,800, obo.
Call (407) 366-8611 or (407) 592-7992.
Vacuums, blenders, toaster ovens, cordless
phones, irons, Air conditioners, microwaves,
stereo systems, headphones, furniture, car
audio, DVD players. GREAT deals on surplus
electronics. Call Brian 407-234-6366 for
directions to our warehouse.
Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
Computer - Dell, 733 MHz Piii, 56K
modem, Ethernet card, mouse, keyboard,
speakers, 8X4X32 CD-RW, 128 MB, 14.2
GB, 18" monitor, Window Professional,
$600, 1-800-498-9566 PIN 10254

FoRRENT
Room for Rent
New 3 bedroom home on Lake/Gated
community 6 min. from UCF
campus/$475.00/month includes util/
non-smoking/no pets/
sec. system/furn/pool/tennis courts
941-461-5101 407-482-3202.
Two rooms for rent MIF in 3 bedroom house.
2 bath. 10 minutes to UCF, includes all
utilities $395.00/month. $300.00 deposit.
Please call Louis at 407-381-2808 and
leave a message.
Chinese language tutor wanted. Private
Speech lessons for professional immediate
need. 4/5 hours weekly. Premium $$.
321-436-3470.

3. Keep abbreviations

HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe: 407c320-8033.
Long Distance Services
4.5 cents per minute (cpm), no monthly
fees. Calling card 6.9 cpm, pay monthly,
Dial Around to US and Puerto Rico cpm,
Lowest worldwide rates on prepaid calling
cards 2 cpm to Chin, 4 cpm Brazil, 27.8
cpm India. http://aard.itgo.com
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 years
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com
AMAZING ENERGY. Want to have amazing energy for work or school? Even healing
other friends or perhaps defend yourself with
your energy? Learn direct with the international master of the art. 1 week free. Call
(407) 895-0603 or (407) 234-6271.
Drowning in debt? We'll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203
The SKIN SPECIALIST - Men & Women
Clearer skin after 1st visit
Discreet & Affordable
Medical Peels & Acne Cleaning
PCS 407-414-9208 FB0716406
BEAUTIFUL BODY, DYNAMIC MIND.
Our new Better Fitness Kickboxing program
will get you in shape and teach you much
more than just cardio kickboxing with a whole
new exciting approach. 1week free. Call Sifu
(407) 895-0603 or (407) 234-6271.

PERSONALS
Male 23/self-employed tall, dark and handsome seeking smart, pretty, independent
woman for fun times. Call Sam at
407-227-3055 Leave your problems at home

407-365-7656
classifieds@UCFfuture.com
One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
7~¢ extra
75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

TRAVEL

JAPAN!

SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999

FuTUREIM's

Email

floridao pc@earthli nk. net

These shout out are for my homies.
B Dog ... Holler, Dumberek ... Whoopsee aod
Mit...get over it! H to the Izzo., J to the Isso.

Alatava Chiropractic Center
• Auto & Sports Injuries
• Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
•Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900

ON CAittPUS
UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/
Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155
. UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING· Every Monday Night 5:15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
B ulemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692

MISC.
SERVICES
Let us help you plan your next outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.
SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

Egg Donors Needed
Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European
Musically/Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonations.com
Herpes • EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks! 96% Success Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk

2122 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fl 32803
~to Kobe Japanese Steak House CALL («a7) 895..o603

SHE'S

NOf UGLY!!
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Career Resource Center
.
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Not Sure About Starting
Work Right Af~er- You
Graduate?
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Graduate, Law and Professional
School Recruitment Day
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Solutions

On Monday, October 1, 2001
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
In the Student Union - Pegasus Ballroom
•

.______......___________________...
•

~

Crossword on 1-11
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the non-profit charity gurus Michael aligns
himself with and his insatiable need to feel
desired.
No more fun Michael; the
Neverland Ranch bumper-car Michael; the
"me and my llama" Michael; the masterblaster combo of Mike and Emmanuel
civilized republic-may actually be able to·
Lewis. None of that. The
go on with our lives and not worry about
next phase in singular evohers.
lution for his highness is
The Second Coming of Michael Jackson
-scalpel metamorphosis into
however is an immorality tale all by itself.
the butterfly emperor direct
No amount of Jehovah
from Saturn's
Witness belt-buckle floggings
third moon.
could induce a person for this
Even the frigtype of behavior. Jacko, as of
gin' "monkey
late, has been spotted as if
love"
years
almost unearthed like the
were ·normal
cripple Lazarus attending
compared to
everything from gala -events
what we see
held in the Brunei desert to
before
our
the NASDAQ home offices
eyes now.
ringing bells and celebrating
Eccentric, my ass. That arguhis righteous birth. Elephant
ment was over before any
man style he again graces the
loquacious lit~le boy started
soiled ·1and, clasping the
discussing the "slumber pararthritic arm of some fosties" to the Los Angeles Police
silized Hollywood dame carried over from
Department. Now, we have Michael the
the Roosevelt administration and publicly
"IT"; this human advertisement of what the
stating that he still loves everyone. These
wonders of plastic surgery can do when paid
strange new occurrences are stemmed from
for with endless amounts of capital and psy-

Color Me Confused
KRISTOFER KAY
STAFF WRITER

"I have existed from the morning of the world, and I shall
exist until the last star falls
from the heavens. Although I
have taken the form of Gaius
Caligula, I am all man, as I
am no man-and so I am a
God."
-Caligula
"I'm Bad."
-Michael Jackson

A

dvanced stages of perverse Hubris always
seem to end up in the
hearts and minds of the worst
people Mother Nature can
muster up. All of the Caesars
suffered from it; Cleopatra is
an early example, as well as
that
ill
begotten
little
Frenchman, Napoleon. Lightspeeding ahead to our recognizable timeline, we can designate other villains as having
the grotesque disease by taking
the condensed carbon shape of
Adolf Hitler, Fidel Castro, the
adorned she-beast, Barbara
Streisand, and the nations
favorite singer/songwriter/cosmetic unic of the cosmos,
Michael Jackson.
But just hold-on one emptyhearted second you say! Why
Babs and Jacko? Because
celebrities, thinking solely in
terms of their own divine purpose, need to feel as if they
typify our society's likened
versions of breathing liposuctioned busts of Greek gods and
goddesses. They are the ones
who are able to preside over
earth's golden roundtable of
purity and worth, while the rest
of us feebles are meant to adoringly salivate in the shadows
of their halos from way down
below.
·
Once an individual has
gained abracadabra, uber-fantastical celebrity status, they
will do nothing short of ritualistically bludgeoning their first
born atop Mount Sinai in order
to hold to it.
Streisand keeps such a
Kong-sized, egomaniacal grip
around the gasping throat of
the entertainment industry that
she makes most South
American dictators sea green
with envy. Every year is supposed to be her last. She has
the endurance of an industrial
strength cockroach-she keeps
reappearing somewhere on the
West Coast. Stultified, corn fed
Nebraska housewives still
rejoice with teary-eyed acuteness when the old brontosaurus
decides to do one last show at
the MGM Grand so that we can
witness her STEP ON STAGE
FOR THE FINAL TIME! As
of now, she bas deCided to pass
on her ·ivory baton of self-servicing righteousness ballyhoos
to that cord referred to as The
Celine Dion. Since her most
recent burial, sociologists have
reason to believe that we-as a

chological discomfort. Screw the surgical
masks, we accept it: Well, another year has
gone by, time once again for Mike's nose to
shrink! For Christ's sake, for a man to be so
garnished with such farcical admiration you
would think someone would have the balls to
tell him that he is scraping his
entire face off. Didn't you see the
highlights of his bizarre homecoming at Madison Square
Garden? He can still dance but ·
has sacrificed the ability to blink
· or smile; he still has a burning
hatred of melanin, something that
we, excluding albinos, take for
granted. The price of attention is
an obligation to entertain but this
is getting ridiculous.
When he was christened a
pedophile by tabloid canard,
1ackson disappeared to the foothills of
Katmandu not because he may or may not
have been guilty, but because for that tenure
he was something he still believes he isn't:
human. Now he's back, right at a time·when
the media has let the statute of limitations
expire, trying attain the throne atop a musical kingdom that now relies on soft-core titty
PLEASE

SEE]ackson's ON A-17
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MJR Warehou
September 28th - 30th
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World's Most Famous
lingerie Sportswear
Catalog
Located in farmer
Waccamaw Homeplace
351 University Park Dr
(University Blvd. & 436)
Winter Park - From
1-4, Exit 45, go east
on Fairbanks, turn
right on 436
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ught profe ional and collegiate
port to a temporary halt nationwide. Major
League ase all game~ re u ed after ix day . It
wa onl) the third time in the hi tory of ba eball
that the major league po tponed an entire day's
schedule for rea ·on o e than labor oppo ition,
according to S 'Ot
ondore of the National
Ba eball Hall of Fame and Museum. Other sporting event tllat •ere canceled or postponed included footb · g If, A.SCAR, fajor League Soccer
and Thoroughbred racing.
:fagazines c:rambled to alter their covers and
article co either feature the tragedy or eliminate
material that would be offen i ve during this time of

his own waste. he still recalled a saner human
being than Jackson has in the last ten years.
This is no longer the boy who introduced me to
pop music. This isn't the man who told me growing up that I ought to be starting something until I
cant get enough from a girl who tells me that I am
the one. This is no longer the artist I used to adore.
He was neither "Bad" nor "Dangerous.,n just someone to look up to and admire. If he is honestly
thinks of himself as still being Invincible, he is crazier than he looks.

mourning. Articles on religion and air travel were
palled. Covers with the smiling faces of models
and celebrities were replaces with solemn and
patriotic images.. Some magazines were even
forced to miss an issue because the editors and staff
were phy ically unable to get to their ew York
offices before the deadline.
Although the biz has been through an abundance of last minute changes and inconveniences,
they are very understanding of how small that is
compared to the big picture. The entertainment
industry and nation as a whole are pulling together
to combat the horrific act against America. Several
people are using their celebrity personas to help by
donating money, lending a hand with blood drives,
organizing relief funds and planning charity concerts and collaborations.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Primary
6 Use a stiletto
10 PoLK:h!J.lre
structures

14 Rumaki
ingredierrt
15 SanduskyS lake
16 Hog-wild
17 Purchase too
much coverage

19 Unoonscious
state
20 Forsakes
21 Berry or cherry
22 Falsehoods
23 Root
24 Engine adjunct
28 Minute particle
29 Dodges
30Coupd'_
31 Bikini part
34 Makeover
35 Delaware's
capital
37 Pile
38 Before, to a bard
39 Make erxls meet
40 Wistful
42 Captured Gls

43 Cooked with dry
heat

8 Lah-de-dah w~
9 Speller's test
44 Practical trainee 10 Pelvis part
47 Son of Leah
11 French love
48 Actress Bo
12 Kind of book or
49 Seemed logical
relief
54 Australian
13 Ray
gemstone
18 Pinpoints exactly
55 With regret
21 One end 01 a
56 Drawstring
table
S7 Disassemble
23 Begin anew
58 Ballplayer
24 Gabbie's
Garciaparra
passenger
59 Huskies'pull
25 Declare
60 Speak roughly
26 Protuberance
61 Folklore beast
27 Brief ltte?
28 Wolfed down
DOWN
30 Holiday
1 Lump of dirt
forerunner
2 Center of activity 31 Top of the heap
3 Currier&_
32 Deserve
4 Elie! Saarinen's 33 Imitated
son
36 Saturn's wife
5 Put on a ruffle
37 That man's
6 Sonnet ending
39 Wine stopper
7 Some quiz
41 Bringing up
answers
42 Pared

Please see
answers on
Page A-15

43 Colorful grass
44 Images of gods
45 Katmandu's
kingdom
46 Wiretap
47 Touches down
49 William Gibson's

• Lisa
OVerdrive'
so Collar or jacket
51 Verne's captain
52 Bridge triumph
53 •Jane •
55 Mongreldog

Lead Stories
Two women undergoing Csection births at Evanston (Ill.)
Hospital on July 31 received the
necrotizing fasciitis ("flesh-eating") bacteria when a surgeon
passed gas in the operating
room. The Chicago Tribune
reported only that the bacteria
were present in a surgeon's
intestines and not in a throat
culture, and probably entered judge): that he did not
the patients through the air, but attack his female mental
Chicago's Channel 5 News' health counselor in 1994
experts carried out the logic and . but rather one of his other
•
named flatus as the culprit. (The personalities (a 4-year-old
two women, their babies, and boy, "Tyrone") did. Judge
the surgeon have been treated Pechman said the trial
judge
was
insufficiently
and are out of danger.)
Prosecutors and six Tampa- respectful of the science of mularea juries have found Oscar tiple-personality disorders, and
Ray Bolin to be a vicious mur- she was persuaded to that opinderer, but in August, the state ion by Greene, himself, who
Supreme Court ruled, for the argued his own appeal.
High Court Judge Griffith
sixth time, that he's entitled to a
new trial, that damaging testi- Williams ruled in July that
mony from his ex-wife ought Christina Coles, 21, of Kent,
not to have been used against England, was entitled to comhim. The court said Bolin had pensation (amount to be deternot waived his privilege not to mined) to help raise her daughhave his wife's words used ter Rebecca, now 3, to be paid
against him (even though he by the driver of a car that hit
wrote police a six-page letter Coles' car in 1995. Coles appardemonstrated
that
reading in part, "If there's any- ently
thing that you really want to Rebecca would never have been
know about, then you'll haft born except that the collision
(sic) to ask Cheryl Jo (the ex- caused. Coles a memory loss,
wife), because she knew just which contributed to why Coles
about everything that I was ever forgot to take her birth-control
Furthermore, Judge
a part of (and) she knew about pills.
all 3 of these homicide (sic) Williams issued the ruling even
which I'm charged with"). (The though he found that Coles was
wife died before the trials, but 75 percent at fault for the origiher videotaped interview was nal collision.
In June, a jury .in Broward
played in court.) ·
Several insurance compa- County, Fla., found that a 28nies in France have begun offer- year-old man who was speeding
ing policies to compensate par- and whose blood-alcohol readents of kids who _get bullied in ing was twice the presumedthe schoolyard, according to · an impaired limit was nonetheless
August Associated Press report: only I 0 percent responsible for
No company yet covers stolen the single-car accident that
lunch money, but eyeglasses killed him. The man's car ran
that get slapped off a kid's face off an access ramp on Florida's
and trendy designer clothes that Turnpike and smashed into a
metal pole because, the jury
inspire muggings are covered.
determined, the IO-inch dropoff on the left lane caused the
One Born Every Minute
car to swerve (which was 45
Recent Scams: Two inmates
percent each the fault of the
at Cook County (ID.) jail manstate and the construction comaged to swindle as many as 12
pany). (The amount of damages
people ($9,000 from one
due his family were to be deterwoman) by calling them at ra"lmined later.)
dom, collect (even though .1
message broke in automatically
every 60 seconds identifying I Don't Think So .·
Actor Bethany Halliday
the call as coming from jail),
filed
a lawsuit in May against
and promising to cleanse the
the
British
opera company
callees' nonexistent criminal
records for a fee. (The men D'Oyly Carte because it
were indicted in July.) And a allegedly pulled back an offer it
former Atlantic City, NJ., man had made to her earlier to play a
sued boardwalk fortune-teller blushing teen-age virgin in "The
Sole Mio Balaam Nicola after Pirates of Penzance." D'Oyly
he had given her $200,000 over Carte said that whatever interest
a 13-year period, closed his it had in Halliday at one time no
real-estate business, left his longer existed when she showed
wife and moved from the area, up pregnant and would be three
all in order to comply with var- months from delivery when the
ious curse-avoidance behaviors show opened. (The character
she sold him. (The lawsuit was she was to play is so sheltered
that she screams in fright every
settled in May).
time she sees a man.).
The Arizona Fish and Game
Not My Fault
Commission told new resident
In June in Seattle, federal
Wallace Burford in June that
judge Marsha J. Pechman reinthey were declining his formal
stated sexual-assault convict
request to compensate him
William Bergen Greene's main
$328.21 because one _o f the
defense (which had been rejectstate's 250,000 wild coyotes had
ed by a Washington state

presented by

*
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Least ((~mpetent
Criminals

Trevor Blair Roszell, 35,
5 U R F
&
S K A T E
pleaded guilty in Edmonton,
Alberta, in August to imperACROSS FROM UCF!
sonating a police officer. The
person he had tried to impress
eaten his cat. Burford's suggestion
was also rejected: that the com- · with several items of police paramission feed wild coyotes so they phernalia was, it turned out, heraren't so hungry for cats all the self an undercover officer who
was at the time portraying a prostime.
titute. Furthermore, ·"Officer"
Roszell then tried to convince the
People With Issues
woman to give him a freebie since
Stephen T. Harris, 39, was
he, too, was on the job.
arrested in July and charged with
public indecency for apparently
deliberately (according to the sur- Update
Earlier this year, News of the
veillance camera at Lowes Home
Improvement in Plainville, Conn.) Weird reported the astounding
unzipping his pants and slightly "fact" that, according to federal
wetting the back of the pants leg lawsuits filed in San Francisco, at
of a man who was shopping at the least three business executives (of
store. After doing it once and not the 88 victims) in the Alaska Air
being noticed by the man, Harris 261 crash in January 2000 had
apparently returned and did it secret mi$.tresses in rural Mexico
twice more. No motive was given or Guatemala, with whom they ·
in the police report, nor was there had fathered children (and whose
evidence the men knew each other. "great aunts" or other distant relatives had filed wrongful-death

lawsuits against Alaska Air).
However, in court-ordered mediation in July, Miami lawyers Edgar
Miller and David Russell were
ordered to pay $225,000 to the
estate of one of the executives
because a judge found the San
Francisco claims to be bogus.
Miller and Russell claim .they
were duped by the "relatives," but
the mediating judge said they
played a larger role.

Also, in the Last Month ...
The Athens, Greece, daily
newspaper Adesmeytos, noting
that so many people had left town
for a national holiday, reported to
readers that there was absolutely
no news worthy .of putting on the
front page of its Aug. 13 edition.
High school physics teacher Jim
Schmitt is undergoing rabies vaccination after a bat flew into his
mouth briefly during an earlymoming run on Aug. 23 (Eau
Claire, Wis.). A California prisoner on a highway work detail was
using a Port-a-Potty (on wheels)
when a truck driver inadvertently
drove off with it to another site
and had pulled it along for a while
at 40 mph before anyone heard the
inmate's screams (Morro Bay,
Calif.). "Folk artist" Stephen
Huneck opened a dog-themed
church ("all creeds, all breeds, no
dogma") to honor canii;ies' spiritual and utilitarian service to humanity (St. Johnsbury, Vt.).
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Think every travel
agency understands
what you need?
Guess again. Lucky
far you, we do.
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21+
18+

pub/concert
top 40 dance

18+
18+
21+

pub/pool hall/dining
concert/bar
pool hall/pub
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UCF
Back Booth (275-7480)
Knight Lights
(482-2500)
Knight Out Pub (275-3052)
Liquid Cellar (381-1009)
Trick Shots ( 671-7797)

_ --Wffig-8~

c
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Ibands
. DJ

"~'

w .•

j

$3-5
$8
NO

hnth

q:~-~

concert/dance
concert/dining
progressive dance
Latin dance
Concert/dance

beth
both
DJ
both
both

$3.25
$5.25
$3-10
$3.25
$3.25

R&B dance

both

$2.25

21+
21+
21+
18+
18+
18+
21+
18+
21+
21+

concert/dance
dance
dance
restaurant/bar
bar/disco/concert
pub/dance
progressive Dance
top 40 dance
top 40 dance
pub/smokeshop

both
DJ
DJ
DJ/jukebox
both
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
jukebox

$5
$5
$5 .
NO
$3-5
NO
$5
$5
$5
NO

18+

prog~essive

DJ

$3-5

18+
18+

dining/concert
'70s dance/dining

both
DJ

$3-5
$7

18+

piano bar

live piano

$5

18+
21+
18+

progressive dance
cigar bar/pool hall
progressive bar

DJ
jukebox
DJ

$5
NO
$5

21+
21+

pub
pub

both
bands

$3-7
NO

18+

concert/dance/dining

both

$5

21+

pub

bands

NO

18+

gay dance

DJ

$5-8

:i."8'T

t'"""- i.uu..u t'uv .

21+
21+
21+

upscale dance
bar/dining
concert/dance/dining

18+

,

n

..

I Citywalk

Bob Marley's (224-2262)
Cityjazz (224-5299)
The Groove (224-2227)
· Latin Quarter (224-2262)
1
Margaritaville
I (224-2155)
1 Mowtown Cafe

I

21+
18+
18+
21+

IALL
I 18+

---~woo;

The

NAILS Club

3050 Alafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 32765 * (407) 365-1666

( 3/4 mile North of UCF )

l••••••••I
In late September

Professional Facial & Nails Care
New Facility, Contemporary Pedicure Spas and facial equipment
Selected skillful & experienced Technicians

* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Always!

*Get 50% off all services on or B4 your BirthDay*
( Call or See store for details )
(OO)(OO)(i)~Q)(OO)COO)OlC.OO}Q)(OO)(D(!)(OO)

cooxooxo $ S.00OFFWI1H1HIS AD Exp. 10/3112001 <DOlC!KOOl
Minimum. $15.00 service moxooxocooxooxo
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Downtown
AKA Lounge (839-3707)
Alpha Bar (841-6544)
Antigua (649-4270)
Baraka (839-8500)
Barbarellas (839-0457)
Bar Orlando (540-0081)
Blue Room (423-2588)
Cairo (422-3595)
Chillers/Latitudes (649-4270)
Cigarz on Church St.
(839-0031)
The Club At Firestone
(426-0005)
Dantes (839-0605)
Have A Nice Day Cafe!
(839-1939)
Howl At The Moon
(841-9118)
Icon (649-6496)
Kit Kat Club (422-6990)
Knock Knock
(999-7739)
Loaded Hog (648-2050)
One Eyed Jack's
(648-2050)
Sapphire Supper Club
(246-1599)
Scruffy Murphy's
(648-5460)
Southern Nights
(898-0424)
.u ii itttaru1S
"
(894-6258)
Tabu (648-8363)
Tanqueray's (649-8540)
Wall Street Cantina
(420-1515)
Will's Pub (898-5070)
-·
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dance

.
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. both
bands
both

$2-6
$2
NO

pub/concert

bands

$3-5

21+

pub/concert

bands

$3-5

18+

country dance

both

$5-7

18+

pub/concert

bands

NO

Other

..
•

"

$3-7
$4-5

jukebox
both
jukebox

LU

1

Copper Rocket
(645-0069)
Cowboys Orlando
(422-7115)
Fiddler's Green
(645-2050)
Globe (422-0019)
Harold and Maude's
(422-3322)
Johnny's Rocldn' Bistro
(671-6969)
Mulvaney's (841-3336)
Roxy (898-4004)

I

21+
21+

cafe/bar
cafe

DJ
jukebox

$5
$3

18+

dining/concert

both

$3-5

21+
21+

pub
dance

bands
DJ

NO
$3-5

I
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M~n/B4')' L~~ A!!~~i~tUn
KRISTOFER KAY
STAFF WRITER

I

t would be easy to dismiss Hearts in Atlantis as saccharine
twaddle if the movie were not so desperately trying to pull your
heartstrings so hard that they actually begin to tether. Since
when did we come to rely a Stephen King story to metamorphose
into an accepted film best suited for this
country's overwhelming population of
introverted "sensitive males." And OK,
even if it were not advocating the joyous
opportunities of NAMBLA (which, no
matter how much you would ad nauseum, is pretty damn original), you would
not waste your time naming off other
movies it reminds you of while it sobs
and wails from across the theater. Wah,
wah, wah, this is Anthony Hopkins as
Yoda by way of everyone's granddaddon't you see we must love him, damn
it, we must! Adapting a Stephen King
novel to the screen isn't necessarily a
scienc;e, but there seems· to be a bask
blueprint to them. And far be it for both
screenwriter (and my personal hero)
William Goldman or director Scott
Hicks not to conform to the formula.
One in which is used more like an
irrefutable guideline then a story structure. Call it a shared motif, common
characteristics our just pathetic examples of movie redundancy, but something is stale. The ingredients
that make up the latter adaptations seem so familiar the recipe identifying the self-inflected cliches can substitute for a screenplay:

The New Stephen King for Dummies
(for best results, use when wanting to adapt novellas)
1 Caucasian male protagonist
1to2 Sudden deaths of individuals somehow closely related to said lead white boy. Childhood friends always ~ork best
314 Flashback
6 Recognizable 1950s bubblegum tunes for soundtrack
(i.e. songs with candy or cartoon references in lyrics recorded
before and/or during the Eisenhower administration)
1 Backwoods New England town
1 Set of dysfunctional parents
500 Yards of railroad track
1 Dash of unexplainable phenomenon
Add heaping amounts of sympathetic plot devices, and
serve warm and fuzzy. For best results, use a deceiving trailer with
Enya ballads to make sure no gender is excluded.

doesn't contain a single shred, not the faintest aura, of
mystery in its entire plot. The picture is devoid of
everything we would tome to expect from a King
book, even from his more human side like the
"Different Seasons" stories and
"The Girl who ·Loved Tom
Gordon." "Hearts in Atlantis" is
more than just one book; it is an
anthology. Goldman actually
compresses two stories from
that, "Low Men in Yellow
Coats" and "Heavenly Shades of
Night," and he amputates what
made them King stories fundamentally. This is difficult to
accept from today's most honored and respected screenwriter.
The marvelous elements foun~
within those original pose pages
are burned for studies in personal relatio11:s and cold-,war paranoia. Any number of writers
could have created another fabricated coming of age tale; many
writers have-Goldman himself
has in a way. If a question or
confrontation appears on screen
it has to be dealt and resolvedon screen-in order for anything
else to occur. It is boorish, ineffective, asymmetrical .
storytelling. Forget about wanting to fear Ted as well
as sympathize with him; we're too busy having to be
told everything about the poor bastard, as well as
Bobby, and his mom and the girl Bobby loves, Carol

(played by Mika Boorem).
Hicks is a director who lacks any kind of personality whatsoever. If you have watched enough
movies, you can almost sense what he is going to do
next. This is film.making desecrating a creative work
with a paint by numbers set and another excuse to use
the overly used, overwrought term "lose of innocence." Or maybe it's another reminder of just how
good Stand by Me really is.

Upon hearing of his friend Sully's untimely death, Bobby
Garfield (David Morse) travels back to his hometown of Harwich,
Conn. to pay respect and cathartically reconnect with the past---0r
whatever it's called when people are suddenly triggered to zone out
and stare blankly out their old bedroom window. Time has treated
Bobby fairly better since
the summer of 1960, when
he left behind. his two
closest pals, but doesn't
seem to fade the, memory
of the chance meeting
with a mysterious ·stranger
named Ted Brautigan
(Anthony Hopkins). In
exchange for helping Ted
do menial tasks, Bobby inherits an authority figure he can respect
and love since the unwelcome departure of his biological father and
the strained love that is apparent courtesy of his shallow, selfabsorbed mother (Hope Davis). Old man Ted speaks like a true eloquent sire, advising Ted on life's little lessons and ho~ not to take
anything for granted. And all that other garbage we've been told
when trying to bounce up and down on ~ut elders' arthritic knees
growing up. To an 11-year-old boy he would be looked at as a
beloved hero, but as an audience he's just another archetype.
Naturally, Ted's got a secret too; he's on the lamb from a pack of
government wolves, only known as "low men" who want to apprehend Ted for his, ugh, telepathic and precognitive abilities. Believe
me, it sounds more important here than it actually is in the film.
Bonds are formed, love is attained and hearts become broken with
unintentionally induced butt-numbness; somehow a lesson is supposed to be learned from one strange old geezer and .a cuddly kid,
and if you can fight the urge of turning your armrest into a pillow,
maybe you can find it.
The biggest mystery surrounding Hearts in Atlantis isn't
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AMANDA.ANCES
. SJAFF'WRITER

In times of .. trouble, the wodd ca;n
unite · through'" one universal language:

•

In 1985, Michal(l Jact<son organized
the charity single "We Are the World" to
relieve starvation in Africa. Again,
Jackson has arranged a star-studded pro-

music.
Questions- arose after the unfortunate
terrorist attacks on Sept. 11 it,t ~ew York ject to help those affected in New fork
and Washington, o.q. to whef!1e+,,-0.rJ1ot and Washlngtoo?,. D.C. Backstreet Boy
concerts sboukJ continue as sche,dtf);~d. Nick "'Carter, ", *NSYNC's JustiJ1 "'
While some."-shows were postponed or t'unberlake, Britney Spears, Destiny's
canceled in the last few weeks, others Child and otbers will collaborate wiQl
went on as
Jackson
on
planned, doQat~ "'
"What More Can
ing profits from . . ..
· f Give." Jackson~
the events . to
' who serves as..the
several
relief
song's writer and
· funds.
producet~ hop~s
Madonna
to raise $50 mjl·

Aries (March 21-April 20). Plan
employment and social events carefully.
Subtle romantic messages and small
workplace duties may evolve into
important opportunities. Although group
projects may be delayed, individual
gains will be strong.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Intimate
relationships may require special attention. Expect a lover or close friend to
express new anxieties concerning recent
family changes. Avoiq complex emotional dramas .

·~

*

donated
pro~
ceeds from ·the

final shows of · ·

•

..

the
Drowned
World Tour · to
victims and theft
families. Rock group Incubus recently
played to crowds at New York's
Hammerstein Ballroom and contributed
to relief efforts to help rebuild the city.
The Backstreet Boys, Sade and
Lynyrd Sk:ynyrd donated a portion of
ticket sales from. their latest concerts as
part of Clear Channel Entertainmel1fs
relief efforts. Clear Channel's efforts will
benefit the American Red Cross, as well
as affected police, fire and military
departments.
The four major television networks,
CBS, ABC, NBC and FOX~ joined
together on S~pt. 21 to ait. n.f\l;nerica: A
Tribute to Heroes. 01 Television, ,movie

and music celebrities took part in the
two-.hour commercial-free television
special in an ~ffort to raise our nation~s
spirits. All funds raised will aid those

directly affected by the horrific. attacks.

lion.
Whitney Houston
will also promote
a charity swgle.
Houston plans to
re-release
her
cover of t'The Star Spangled Banner. u
The single was originally released in
1991 to benefit the Gulf War Fund..This
time, profits from sales will support New
York's police and firefighters.
Britney Spears was in Australia on the
day of the attacks, but that has not
stopped her from_,, organizing numerous
relief efforts. Spears plans to donate one
dollar from every ticket sold for ner
upcoming North American tour to the
children of the World Trade Center disasters. She will auction off front row seats
to.her shows and sell exelusive tour merchandise to raise funds. Spears has also
dedicated a po.rt:ion of her charity foun'."

dation, the Brifil;ey Spears Foundation, to ·
aid victims.
=
As artists continue to plan various
charity projects~ their efforts will help
heal the woild one note at a time.

Gemini (fylay 21-June 21). Love affairs
and new friendships will bring positive
rewards. Optimism, romantic sensitivity
and social honesty will soon be the
prime focus of loved ones. Find a way to
make peace with the past.

Cancer (June 22-July 22). Vague social
promises or unproductive work methods
may require delicate intervention.
Review past workplace events and key
social decisions. The daily attitude or
romantic ethics of someone close may
need to be addressed.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Social and
romantic relationships will enter a new
phase of shared goals, group activities
and invitations. This is an excellent time
to expand your citcle of friends or ask
for added support from loved ones.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Emotional
clarity and bold social statements are
important. Watch for a romantic triangle
or a unique social mistake to become
prime topics of conversation. Find a way
to avoid offering opinions.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). A friend or
close colleague may soon be distracted
by strong emotion or focused on workplace ethics. Stay well back from all
~uch speculation. At present, others may

need to resolve their fears or soCial insecurities.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Flashes of
wisdom or social intuition will captivate
your attention. Key issues may involve
arguments between friends or emotional
debts from the past. Some Scorpios may
also experience powerful dream activity
or rare glimmers of future events.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
Financial adjustments or new employment goals may be necessary. Rare ·
money proposals, unique promotions or
revised daily 1 oles will bring ~ast results.
Pay close attention to team objectives or
assigned duties.
Capricorn (Dec . 22-Jan. 20). Subtle
social politics or hidden disagreements
between friends may increase group tensions. Although private information has
previously been revealed, don't offer an
opinion.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Quiet
romantic reflection is accented. Expect a
wave of inward thought and subtle
social doubt to arrive. No serious or
long-lasting effects can be expected. Do,
however, realize that strongly defined
boundaries in love relationships may
soon be necessary.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Loved ones
may offer unusual opinions of recent
social events. Watch for group dynamics, rare social encounters or unexpected
romantic changes to be a prime topic of
discussion.

H Your Birthday is This Week...
Family relationships, home responsibilities or property matters may require special attention. Expect loved ones to
request key changes in the home, propose new living arrangements or plan
for extensive renovations.

=-: cingular··
WIRELESS

What do you have to say?"'
P~a.

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA @
Regal Cinemas UC Cinema 7,
12255 University Blvd.

•

8:00 PM Tuesday, October 2, 2001

FREE ADMISSION

while passes last*

INFO?: call 823-6471 • http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/.... osa
* Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by
the Student Government Association. Passes available in
the Student Union, Room 215, Student Activities.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
ID required. No one under the age of 13 will tJe admitted without parent or
· legal guardian.
·

Presented in association with Campus Activities Board.

•

1n Theaters October 12

Cingular Wireless. "What do you h~ve to ""Y?" and the graphic Icon are
s.Mce Maries of Cingular Wireless LLC. C 2001 Cingular Wireless LLC.
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THE' ATTACK'S
IMPACT ON
ENTERTAiNMENT

B~IANA MIRANDA
STAFF WRITER

S

ometimes you ·take a trip, sometimes
the trip takes you," up and coming
.director Eric Saperston said. That is
exactly what happened last Thursday for
about 70 UCF students. They embarked on
their own insightful, fulfilling and unforgettable journey for two hours, thanks to Eric
Saperston's Do Your Thing Tour that focuses on a cast of two that work collectively
hand in hand. "It's all about waking up
excited and going to bed fulfilled,"
Saperston said.
T~e premiere of the Do Your Thing Tour
was held at the Student Union in the Pegasus
Grand Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Several eager
students along with numerous members of
the Campus Crusade for Christ all gathered
around to check out the elaborate set that the
Campus Activities Board had spent all day
setting up. The set had everything one could
imagine to portray that of a campground,
complete with a tent, fire, chair, .a road sign,
a life-size picture of Saperston's dog and
two 12 feet by 12 feet backdrops with trees,
stars, mountains and one endless road.
The night first began with a bit of talent
named Owen Smith, a comedian who is said
to be the next young, hip Bill Cosby. Smith
began to warm the audience up and get them
comfortable with a few laughs. Entertaining
the college crowd is not easy, but Smith definitely made it look that way. When he was
done with his act, be turned the mike over to
Saperston who captured the audience right
away.

The tour usually opens with Edwin
McCain (singer of the ever-so-popular "I'll
be"), but on Thursday UCF was lucky
enough to have Spencer Rush fill that roll.
Rush opened by singing Edwin McCai!Ls
"I'll be" and then introduced Saperston, who
goes on to tell how he and his crew were
privileged enough to go on a journey across
the country and meet some of the most fascinating people in America. The show continued to amaze the audience while the two
men went back and forth through storytelling and musical performances that complimented each other
Through Saperston's inspirational tales
and captivating photos, along with Rush's
entertaining soundtrack, together they
enable the audience to consider embarking
on their own journey of fulfillment. By the
end of the night the audience exploded into
a standing ovation and there were even a few
tears of emotion.
The Do Your Thing Tour was a brief,
glimpse of what the movie version of their
tale really consists of. We were given a 13minute look into the short version of The
Journey. Now, for all those who missed this
entertainment, you are in luck. The actual
premiere of the finished product of The
Journey is Sept. 26 at the Student Union, in
the Pegasus Grand Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
For more information go to www.doyourthingtour.com It is the beginning of
another journey, and it could be yours. So
come check it out!

JACKIE MYERS
STAFF WRITER

' T h e recent terrorist attacks Rather broke -down crying while
have forced changes in the discussing America's tragedy with
entertainment world's nor- Letterman.
Some movie releases have been
mally scheduled routine. For the
postponed
due to their violence and
most part, the changes were made
themes
related
to what happened in
to show sensitivity in regards to the
New
York
and
D.C. In a press
unfortunate events.
·release
Warner
Bros.
Pictures stated
It was no surprise that on Sept.
of
respect
to
the victims
that
out· 11, around 95 percent of TV proand
their
families,
Arnold
gramming through out the day was
upcoming
news coverage of the attack. Even Schwarzenegger's
MTV preempted its shows to run movie, Collateral Damage, will not
CBS news footage. Blockbuster be released on Oct. 5 as planned.
sales went up as people flocked to The company is pulling all adverfind something to take their minds tisements, movie trailers and
off the images haunting them on posters. The movie's web site has
even been taken down. There is no
television.
Network programming during word yet on if the movie will be
the week switched shows portray- released at a later date or if it is
ing violence and acts of terrorism being canned indefinitely.
Thousands of concerts were
such as Independence Day with the
postponed
or canceled due to the
lighter fare of Mrs. Doubtfire. The
53rd Prime-Time Emmy Awards devastation and the travel difficulwere scheduled for Sept. 16 but got ties that followed. Some performers
pushed back to Oct. 7. The award are now a little shaky about touring
show will have a different tone and in foreign countries. Britney Spears
approach than what was originally canceled her tours in Europe and
South America. Others feel that
planned.
Funnyman David Letterman they must go on as usual and not let
turned serious on the Late Show. the terrorists succeed in what they
With raw and unrehearsed emotion, were trying to accomplish.
guest veteran newscaster Dan
PLEASE SEE Sports oN A-17
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Campus
Activities Board
Office of Student Activities

Events October 12-20
Last year we beat LA-Monroe
"Prepare for the Sequel"
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(see web site for list of events)

Student Union Pegasus Ballroom D
Sept. 26th, 6pm

HASA's Hispanic
Awareness Month

--~..-,

CAB Board of Directors

For more information on
our events, contact tbe
Office of Student Activities
at (407) 823-6471
or SU room 208
Printable event calendars
and information available
on the web!
osa. ucf.edu
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated
by the Student Government Association

Campus Actiuities

lip ·s OJI.•\)~
"Speakers Director"
Apply in the OSA office
no later than 9/28

''Annual Dance ttsst>ns~t
SU Pegasus Ballroo:ffi AB, 9/27, 6-8pm
Free Advanced Screening

••lfheiJo · Ji''
A film on the journey

of Eric Saperston Wed, 9/26
9pm Cape Florida Ballroom, SU

..

,•

0

311"

Student Tickets available
@ UCF Arena $8.00
Non Students tickets go on sale
Oct. 1st for $25 through Ticket Master

Auditions 10/2
SU Pegasus Ballroom H
4:30-7:30pm
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KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER
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B-Movie Actor Tells All
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

'

•
•
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W

andering through any bookstore or library one will most
likely see a biography section
tucked away somewhere. This section is
full of the memoirs of famous generals,
presidents and actors. It seems these days
it is popular for such
celebrities to write an
autobiography
which
help to enlighten and
entertain, as well as give
the public a tiny view
into their lives. Bruce
Campbell successfully
does all this in his new
autobiography "If Chins
Could Kill: Confessions
of a JJ-Movie Actor." In
the book, he gives the
reader insight into acting,
production of independent and Hollywood
films and a little bit on
life in general.
Some individuals may be scratching
their heads, puzzling over who exactly
Bruce Campbell is and why they should
read the book. Quite simply, Bruce
Campbell is a self-proclaimed B-movie
actor who is best known for the Evil

Dead series of horror films (which
includes the cult favorite Army of
Darkness). Others may have also seen
him in television shows like the ill-fated
"Brisco County Jr.," "Jack of All Trades"
and "Hercules." Over the years,
Campbell has developed a large fan base
due to his work, so
much so that he is one
of the most recognizable faces in cult cinema today. Still confused? Go to the
Internet
Movie
Database
(www.imdb.com) and
search under his name
to see the films he's
been involved in.
"If Chins Could Kill"
is set up like many
biographies. It begins
with Campbell's childhood in Detroit, discussing the high and
low points of growing up as the youngest
of three boys. From there, it progresses
through his initial stu<ily of acting to producing films and trying to make it in
Hollywood. Throughout all of this

Campbell's sense of humor shines
through which elevates the book to a
level above many other biographies.
Campbell is also very honest about
his life and does not try to feed the reader flowers and sunshine. The most prominent example of this is Campbell's discussion of making it as an actor in
Hollywood. He explains that for every
Tom Cruise or Mel Gibson there are ten
guys like him trying to make a living out
of his chosen profession. He talks of how
at times he had to take second jobs just to
pay the rent and how co-producing
movies such as Army of Darkness can
leave one with somewhere south of
$50,000 a year. His special insight into
both the life and technique of the actor
are informative and are worth the price
for any would-be performer.
While all this is fascinating and amusing at times, the most interesting part of
the book is Campbell's account of making the original Evil Dead film, a movie
beloved by cult cinema geeks everywhere. He talks of how Sam Raimi, himself and several others financed the
movie, as well as the different ways that
they saved money throughout the shoot.
He also gives fans information about

how certain shots and special effects
were created, as well as the processes of
editing and marketing an independent
film.
As far as negative points of the book,
it ended too quickly. At about 300 pages,
the" If Chins Could Kill" flies by so fast
that any reader who enjoys the book will
be wanting more .
"If Chins Could Kill" is a very easy
read and is definitely worth the $25 that
one has to shell out. If this is too much,
then used copies can be found at several
different places on the Internet, not to
mention the library's copies. Bruce
Campbell has proven himself to be not
only a great actor but also a good writer.
The book is full of wittiness and charm
that fan's and novices alike will appreciate. One does not 'have to be a fan to
enjoy the book for Campbell gives valuable advice to anyone attempting either
the acting or filmmaking profession.
Having served in the roles of producer,
director and of course actor, he is more
than qualified to hand down such advice.
"If Chins Could Kill: Confessions of a BMovie Actor" is definitely worth a look,
as are the Evil Dead films for all those
deprived of the cult cinema experience.
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FOREST CRUMPLER
Staff Writer

·1have sat at my computer try- including the "Fat ·Albert" theme
ing in vain to find a statement all the way back to the theme to
that would appropriately "The Land of the Lost" and hey,
describe Tenacious D, and this is hey~ hey was it funny. Tenacious
whaf lcame up with: Tenacious D D is a little more like a stage show
kicks ass! After many first drafts than a rock concert because they
and revisions, I decided that this interact with each other in a rather
is the proclamation that does the rehearsed manner that reminded
me of a comedy routine with JB as
most justice to ''The D."
Sept. 20 at the House of Blues the comic and KG as the straight
was the kickoff for Tenacious D's man. Like I said earlier, you might
American tour and I, for one, was have an idea of what JB looks like
privileged to be there. For those of . from his movies, but KG might
you not familiar with this group, it come as a bit of a surprise. He is a
very pudgy, bald man in
his latter years who
looks like any of your
fathers might, but he
knocks the snot out of
your perception of him
when he wails on his
guitar. The man is ·a
good musician and a
funny SOB in his own
right.
The songs of Tenacious
D are comical in nature
but never let you down
on the rock 'n' roll
aspect.
Songs
like "Sasquach," "
consists of two men with acoustic
With
Karate
I'll
Kick Your Ass"
guitars who can rock harder than
and
"
The
Tribute
to the Greatest
most 5 piece set-ups can ever
Song
in
the
World"
had the crowd
dream of. The D is made up of
Kyle, also known as KG, and Jack bobbing along.with the surprisingBlack, aka JB (you would recog- ly raucous riffs from the duel
nize Jack from his roles in "High acoustics. They left everyone
.fidelity" and "Saving Silverman" laughing and chanting for The D
to, in the words of JB, "break off
as well as many other movies).
Now I have been a fan of another chunk" for them. If you
Tenacious D for some
time now, but it wasn't
until I walked into the
House of Blues and saw
how packed it was with
fans that I realized that
the D is definitely a
force to be reckoned
with. It was a sold out
show and even hours
before the show there
was almost no room to
move let alone get a
good spot to watch, that
is unless you are one of
the important people who get let were not a fan of Tenacious D
onto the private balcony overlook- walking in to the House of Blues,
ing the stage. From this privileged you were one on your way out; it
perch, I was able to look out into could not be helped.
Nearing the end, we were
the crowd and see the extremely
diverse audience, even the group treated to their version of Queen's
of guys dressed like Senior Carlos "Flash Gordon" which could be
from the movie theatre nachos the greatest song in the world, but
(Mexican ponchos and fake mus- the world may never know. So if
taches for those of you who are you are like me and love your
not patrons of that particular rock with a side of raunch dressing, you are really going to dig
industry).
Opening up with a television Tenacious D.
montage that covered all the hits

i:JCJCJ~S ~C\!.IN

JACKIE MYERS
STAFF WRITER

B

y an odd string of events, I wound
up at both 3 Doors Down concerts
at Hard Rock Live. During the
first show, I decided to be brave and journey to the depths of hell: the mosh pit.
I got pushed and shoved, drenched in
beer, flashed and groped. The lady standing in front of me helped me steady
myself and asked if I understood the
whole concept of the mosh pit. No, I did
not, I replied. And I don't think I ever will.
Before the concert was over, I gave up
my spot near the stage in exchange for the
calm of the lobby area. I watched the second show from the sidelines.
Both nights' performances were mainly the same, but with a couple son_g
changes and different dialogues between
songs.
"I hope you people are all like me,
thankful to be an American," Kevin
Kirkwood, lead singer of opening act
Seven Channels, stated before launching
into "Breathe." The Dallas-based group
got the audiences pumped with their energetic 30-minute sets. For a group that is
virtually unknown, they performed with
great confidence and had the presence of
true stars.
Next up were the rowdy rockers of
Nickelback. The group performed "When
I Woke Up This Morning," "Where do I
Hide" and the No. 1 hit "How You

· Remind 1Me" off of their fourth album
Silver Side Up, as well as older songs. The
Canadian band's guitar licks and Chad
Kroeger's forceful vocals had the crowd
entranced. Towards the end of
Nickelback's set both nights, Kroeger
videotaped the audience.
By the time headliners 3 Doors Down
took to the stage, the air was thick with
energy. The group, who had been a cover
band until they began performing their
own songs in 1997, performed a string of
solid songs such as the never back down
anthem, "Duck and Run.
During "Kryptonite," lead singer Brad
Arnold held a green glowing necklace and
swayed it back and forth, as if to hypnotize the audience with its "superhuman
might."
Lighters illuminated Hard Rock Live
as 3 Doors Down launched into "Be Like
That," which helped launched the
American Pie 2 soundtrack to Gold album
status.
3 Doors Down did not leave for long
before returning to the stage with an electric encore of crowd favorite "Loser." The
audience sang along with conviction.
Log on to the interview section of
www.AcidRainEnt.com to check out
intervi~ws from Nickelback and 3 Doors
Down at the Sept. 19 Hard Rock Live
show.
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Anumber of backups and new players made an impact ill UCF's win over Tulane
pants; now it's just got a "UCF' on them. I just
felt in my mind that I was going to play like I
did in high school."
Bigby was one of a number of players
thrust into the spotlight Saturday, some for different reasons than others. Bigby got his
opportunity because of the irresponsibility of a

But Rodriguez also missed a practice last
week,
and only traveled with the team because
STAFF WRITER
third-string middle linebacker Savarris Brown
Some people imagine the audience naked
had been sick all week and unable to practice.
when they are nervous. Others try to think
So Pilinko got his first career start at one of the
"happy" thoughts. Atari Bigby pretended like
toughest positions on the field, as the middle
he was in high school.
linebacker is essentially
Bigby, making his first collegiate start
the "quarterback" of the
Saturday
against
-------:".~::::::::::::=::;;:;;;;;;a;;aliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ defense. And he also
Tulane,
tried
to
played well, making six
remember the days
taclcles, including one
when he was a domifor last yardage.
nant force on both
Both Bigby and Pilinko
offense and defense at
made the best of their
Miami Senior High
opportunities, chances
School back in 1999.
they were just glad to
And he must have
be given.
remembered well.
"I like the fact that
Normally a backCoach trusted me,"
up, Bigby started at
Bigby said. "Before
strong safety against
today, my role was
Tulane because senior
basically special teams
Albert Snyder had been
and a backup. So it
suspended from the
was a good feeling for
game after nussmg a
me aqd I was prepared
practice last week. But
for it, and I prepared
the transition was seamall week for it. I
less, as the redshirt freshwatched a lot of film .
man with flowing dreadand worked hard all
locks made his presence
week in practice."
felt all over the field, finAnd that game experience could prove to
ishing the game with 12
teammate, as did junior middle linebacker have more meaning than just last Saturday's
tackles, including one for lost yardage and a Chris Pilinko. Pilinko has the unenviable task contest, as Snyder and Rodriguez are seniors
pass break-up.
of backup up Butkus Award candidate Tito and Bigby and Pilinko could be starting next
"I felt like I was in high school," Bigby Rodriguez this year. In all reality, it's a job season.
said. "You know what I did? I went back and that's like backing up Peyton Manning on the
"It's real important because next year the
dressed like I dressed when I was in high Indianapolis Colts - you aren't going to play
school. In high school, we wore the same very much.
PLEASE SEE Suspensions oN B-3
DAVID MARSTERS
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After losing 44-21 in last year's seas<)n finale, UCF now will
try to upset the seventh-ranked Hokies on the road
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

What do you when your
Reisman caliber quarterback is
throwing passes for the Atlanta
Falcons and your Reisman caliber running back is standing on
the sidelines on crutches?
This is the question that
Virginia Tech coach Frank
Beamer must ponder as he
guides his highly-ranked Hokie
team through the 2001 season.
Two years ago, the Hokies
were playing for the national
title behind the sensational play
of a freshman quarterback
named Michael Vick. As a
sophomore, Vick again had
Virginia Tech among the elite

That was until near the end
teams in college football until a
late-season ankle injury forced _of the Hokie's season opener
him out of action. It was during against Connecticut. It was then
this period that the Hokies lost that Suggs blew out the anterior
to Big East rival Miami, as well cruciate ligament in his left
as any hopes for a national knee, ending his season almost
before it began.
championship.
Vick opted for the NFL this
So with its top two offensummer; and the Falcons took sive weapons out of the mix,
him with the number one pick Virginia Tech, still 2-0 and
in the draft. Yet Virginia Tech ranked ni!lth in both major
was still highly touted, entering polls, has begun the process of
the season in the Top 10 of both revamping the offense. That all
the AP and ESPN/USA Today starts at the quarterback posiCoaches poll. Behind the run- tion with junior Grant Noel.
. ning of star tailback Lee Suggs, While the task of filling Vick's
who rushed for over 1,200 shoes is nearly impossible,
yards and 27 touchdowns last Noel has done an outstanding
season, it was assumed the job early on this season.
Hokies would still be in b~si
PLEASE SEE Hokies oN B-10
ness.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Virginia Tech wide receiver Andre
Davis not only catches passes, but
.runs with the ball and is one of the
nation's top punt returners.

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

A ·new era for
UCF's

offense

Don't look now, but the
UCF football team has a running
game. A real, smashmouth power
running game.
Something must be wrong,
you're probably asking. UCF
only talks about running the ball;
it doesn't actually happen, right?
The Golden Knights spread it out
and toss the football around like
it's going out of style, right?
Well, not anymore. Not
since a guy named Alex Haynes
stepped on the field.
Haynes is a different breed
of UCF running back - a bruiser,
not a scatback. He doesn't go
around you, ·he goes through
you. Listed at 5-foot-11, 220
pounds (more like 230), Haynes
has tailback speed, ·but he's a
large pizza away from being a
fullback. He !;>rings to the Golden
Knight offense what no running
back has possessed since Willie
English and perhaps Marquette
Smith; the ability to run downhill
and break tackles.
It's that ability that has
allowed him to shift the dynamic
of Coach Mike Kruczek's
offense from the air to the
ground - and that's no easy task.
Since Kruczek took over the
head coaching job in 1998, no
running back has gained more
than 503 yards in a season. You
have to go all the way b'ack to
1995, Daunte Culpepper's freshman year, to find a situation in
which the running back, not the
quarterback, was the marquee
player on the offensive side of
the ball. That year, it was Smith,
who set the school's single-season rushing record with 1,566
yards and then promptly took his
act to the NFL.
Since then, the main focus
of the Golden Knight offense has
been the passing game. And that
was the right call for the situation, as UCF didn't have the kind
of running back who could be
counted on for 25 carries and
100 yards per game. Mike Grant,
Eddie Mack and Corey Baker
(now Haynes' backup) were all
small, shifty players who weren't
going to move the pile on thirdand-two when the team needed a
first down. Not to mention the
presence of Culpepper, Vic Penn
PLEASE SEE Hayn.es oN B-11
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Dillman returns to cross coUntry
after two knee surgeries
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Sara Dillman finished her
freshman year as the top
cross-country newcomer in
the Atlantic Sun Conference.
She finished her sophomore
year with scars on both knees.
Dillman suffered from a
patella-tracking problem in
both her knees requiring separate surgeries. Doctors operated on one of her knees, and
then had to wait until Dillman
could walk on that knee
before operating on the other
knee. The surgeries caused
her to redshirt both the cross
country and track seasons last
year.
Dillman said having to
take a year off after such a
successful freshman year was
difficult.
"That was horrible,"
Dillman said. "It was horrible
to watch the team practice
and not to be able to do
things. Once I was able to do
base training I wasn't able to
do workouts. It was horribly
discouraging. The team was
really good about it and coach
was really good about it."
So far this season,
Dillman said her knees have
not affected her 11Jnning.
"They're doing pretty
well," she said. "They get
edgy sometimes, but I've had
a lot of success after the
surgery."
In her first race this season, the UCF Invitational,
Dillman finished 17th with a
time of 19:24.5. At the
Rollins Invitational, Dillman
finished seventh, improving
her time to 18:52, only 18
seconds off her personal best
(18:34).
UCF cross country coach
Marcia Mansur-Wentworth
said that Dillman was very
limited in her spring workouts, but has only missed one
day of training this fall. That
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day, her knees were bothering gives it everything she's got.
her so she did a bike workout She's fairly balanced. She's
got a lot of other things going
instead of running.
"She opened up at our on."
home meet two or three secOne of the other things in
onds faster than she opened her life is the Alaska Great
up as a freshman, and to have Lakes Project, which is an
a year off and be able to jump environmental trip for incomback in that way I think is ing freshmen in high school.
more than I could have hoped The trip involves camping in
for," Mansur-Wentworth said. Alaska for three weeks.
Dillman's success as a Dillman described it as a
freshman came after running growth trip for the freshman,
cross country for only two where they get to learn about
years in high school. She also the environment.
swam in high school but said
She first went on the trip
she did not enjoy swimming as a freshman and is now a
after her sophomore year. She bead counselor. The trip was
liked some of the girls on the started by a middle school
cross-country team so she teacher in her hometown of
decided to give running a try. Marshall, Mich., following
In her first year running the Exxon oil spill in Alaska.
cross country,· Dillman made Dillman said the first year she
the state meet, but .did not went there were 20 to 30 peomake All-State. Her senior ple total, and last year there
year she finished All-State. were 70 to 80.
She said she thinks the
Her success in such a short
time impressed Mansur- teacher is retiring soon and
Wentworth. The sun shining this year might be the last
year for the trip, but she plans
on UCF impressed Dillman.
A native of Michigan, on being a part of it.
Dillman was looking to
As for cross country and
escape the cold and the track, Dillman and MansurSunshine State seemed to be a Wentworth have similar goals
good fit.
in mind.
"I haven't really set a
"I came down for my
recruiting visit and the team total goal yet, because I'm
was really nice and I clicked still figuring ~mt where I'm at
with everyone on the team," training-wise," Dillman said.
Dillman said. "Coach was "I definitely want to be Allreally good and she explained Conference at the end of cross
everything really well. It was country season. I'd like someso pretty down here. The sun thing really good to happen at
was a major factor in (my Regionals and by next year, at
coming to UCF)."
least, I would like to someDillman said she enjoys · what have a shot in track and
cross country because she cross c0untry at Nationals."
gets to be outdoors and gets to
"I think she' 1l return to
see different scenery. A lover All-Conference like she did
·of the outdoors, Dillman as a freshman," MansurWentworth said. "She' 11 be a
enjoys camping and hiking.
"She loves her running, top-10 at conference. She
but she has other things in her should be a All-Conference
life that are important,". again on the track and we' 11
Mansur-Wentworth
said. see if she's able to make that
"Running is part of her life, next step, hopefully, and
but it's not her whole life. become an All-Region perBut, when she does run she : former in cross country."
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1 uu falls to
1
Marshall,
1
menlose
first game
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Knights suffered their first loss of the
season Friday night, as the
Olsen scores two, leads UCF Thundering Herd of Marshall
University beat UCF 4-1 in Miami
men over Jacksonville
Ornulf Olsen scored two goals during the first round of play in the
last Wednesday to put the UCF Florida International University
men's soccer team on top of Soccer Classic. Marshall controlled
Atlantic-Sun foe Jacksonville 2-0. both sides of the field, and Herd
The Golden Knights improved to 5- players Byron Carmichael and
0 and 1-0 in A-Sun Conference Robert Ngumire each recorded a
play. Olsen, a junior from Norway, goal and an assist. Carmichael took
scored his first goal in the 5 lst a shot to the right of the net early in
minute on a crossing pass from the first half that was deflected by
goalkeeper
Juuso
Remi Hariz, and the second came UCF
Heikurainen, but
the
deflected
shot was converted
by
N gumire from
five yards out
into an open net
for Marshall's
first goal, and
three
minutes
into the second
half Carmichael
scored his 10th
goal of the season
to
put
Marshall up 2-0.
One minute later,
UCF
sweeper
Tobias
Kronberger was
whistled for a
red card, and the
Knights
were
forced to play a
man short for the
rest of the game.
JOE KALEITA I CFF
Steve and Dave
The UCF men's soccer team won its first five games of the
Spaulding scored
season before dropping two games last weekend at a
two more goals
tournament in Miami.
for
Marshall.
The
Golden
Knights
avoided
the
30 minutes later in the second half
shutout
when
John
Sobczak
took
a
on a shot from 15 yards out.
pass
from
Christian
Spong
through
Mauricio Ruiz and Zegai Habtom
the defense and beat Marshall goalassisted Olsen on his second goal.
keeper
Jeremy Williams with 1:33
"I was glad to see Ornulf come
back from an injury and score two remaining in the second half,_ The
goals," UCF coach Bob Winch Knights are back - in action
September 27th when they travel to
said.
UCF doubled its win total from Atlanta to take on Georgia State in
last season by winning the first five A-Sun conference play.
games of the season. Last year, the
- TOM ALEXANDER
team went 2-14-3.
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL Bring Us Any Written Estimate and We'll Save You Money! :
HYPNOSIS FOR
RLL YOUR NEEDS
Hypnosis sessions available
on convenient, cost effective
· audio cassettes, in areas of
most concern to students and
young professionals. These are
only a few sessions we offer.
Stop smoking, weight loss,
stress reduction and memory
improvement.

f OR MORE INFO. CALL

1-423-526-3696
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guy who's in front of me, he's a senior," Bigby said. "It was a good
game for experience, and it was good for my morale. That lets me
know that I can play good, because it was my first full game."
Along with Bigby and Pilinko, wide receiver Doug Gabriel and
tight end Michael Gaines represent two more reasonably new faces
who made an impact for the Golden Knights on Saturday. Gabriel
and Gaines have· made no secret about their desire to become big
contributors to the UCF offense, but haven't quite reached their full
potential yet.
Gabriel, a junior-college transfer from Mississippi, possesses
great athletic ability, but s~ggled with learning the offense and
catching the ball during fall practices. He worked his way into the
lineup as UCF's
fourth receiver in
the season opener,
and has been
gaining
confidence ever since.
Against Clemson,
he caught two
passes for 19
yards, but also
dropped a couple
of important passes.· At Syracuse,
Gabriel secured
himself a spot in
UCF's
history
books by scoring
on a "Hail Mary"
pass at the end of
the first half. And
against Tulane,
Gabriel
established himself as a
big-play threat,
catching another
touchdown and
making a spectacular one-handed
grab on UCF's
DAVID MARSTERS I CFF
game-winning
UCF iunior middle linebacker Chris Pilinko made his
touchdown drive. .first career start Saturday, filling in for the
"I feel great suspended Tit~ Rodriguez.
about it," Gabriel
said. "That's what I'm here for. As long as I'm here to help the team,
it's a great feeling."
Gaines has taken perhaps the oddest route of any of the aforementioned four players, coming to UCF only after being stripped of
his eligibility at Alabama because of some shady recruiting practices,
which still have not been completely disclosed. He signed with the
Golden Knights back in 2000 not knowing if he would ever play college football, but the UCF compliance office worked tirelessly and
successfully got some of Gaines' eligibility restored.
By mandate of the NCAA, he sat out last season, and now is.
playing competitive football for the.first time in three years. His size
(6-foot-3, 265 pounds) is already that of an NFL tight end, and he is
· very adept at route-running and catching the ball. He has struggled
with an ankle injury, however, for most of this seaSon, and isn't quite
playing at 100 percent yet, according to UCF Coach Mike Kruczek.
Against Tulane, he played his best game yet, catching two passes, including one that went for a very important two-point conversion.
"That's why they got me here," Gaines said. "If you can't make
big plays on offense, you need to be an offensive lineman. If l have
to block first, I'll block, but when that ball gets in my hands, there's
going to be some troub.le."
Gaines is also a very emotional player; he's always talking on
the sideline and trying to motivate his teammates. Immediately after
UCF scored the go-ahead touchdown against Tulane, Gaines ran over
to the defensive unit about to go on the field and began screaming at
them to hold the lead.
"We're a team, and we don't want to let the defense down," he
said. "I just want to let the.defense know I'm right there behind them.
I'm just going to pump them up if I can."
The quartet of Bigby, Pilinko, Gabriel and Gaines are quite representative of much of the UCF football team this year, as many players are either playing for the first time as Golden Knights or stepping
into new roles on the team. While ·youth and inexperience have
resulted in some growing pains over the first few games of the season, these young and talented players will eventually develop into
savvy veterans. The win over Tulane was a good start, and if this progression continues, the future will be very bright.
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Four named to UCF
·Athletics Hall of Fame
Four inductees, including a
third member of the Clark family, will be added to the UCF
Athletics Hall of Fame when
the 2001 class is introduced at a
ceremony on campus Nov. 2.
The class will have a heavy basketball influence as men's basketball players Mike Clark and
Cal Lingelbach and women's
basketball player Tamika Coley
will join former men's and
women's soccer coach Jim
Rudy as the Hall's newest
members.
This is the fourth class of
the UCF Athletics Hall of
Fame, which was established to
honor those individuals who
through their demonstrated athletics achievement or service
have distinguished themselves
and the University of Central
Florida. A selection committee
comprised of former UCF athletes, alumni association members, Golden Knights Club
members, and Hall of Fame
members chose the 2001 class
from a list of more than 100
nominees.
Clark
will
take
his place in
UCF history alongside
his
father
Torchy and
brother Bo,
Clark
who were a
part of the
inaugural
Hall of Fame class in 1998. He
played basketball for Torchy at
what
was
then
Florida
Technological University from
1969-73, the first four years of
.the program. He was the cornerstone of the basketball program
in its formative years, turning
down offers to play Division I
basketball elsewhere to start a
Division II program at UCF. He
led the team to a 67-25 record
during his career and was the
school's career scoring leader
with 2,085 points u~til Bo followed in his footsteps ' and
scored 2,886 points. "He is c•1rrently second in career scoring,
third in career scoring average,
third in career assists, and third
in career free throws made.
Coley
finished
her career
in 1996 in
fitting
fashion by
leading the
team to a
conference
title and an
appearance
Coley
in
the
NCAA Tournament. She led the
team in both points and
rebounds each season she
played and finished as the
school's all-time leader in both
categories. She scored 2,006
points, pulled down 1,211

rebounds and holds career
records for field goals and free
throws made. She is also fourth
in career s~eals and third in
scoring average. She earned
first-team All-Trans America
Athletic Conference (now
Atlantic Sun) honors three consecutive years and was named
TAAC Tournament MVP as a
senior.
Lingelbach played basketball and baseball from 1973-78.
He was a point guard on the
basketball
team and a
utility
infielder on
the baseball
team and is
considered
one of the
best
allaround athLingelbach
letes to ever
play
at
UCF. On the hardwood he was
known for his defense and his
passing and he helped the team
to its first two NCAA
Tournament appearances. He is
currently fifth in career steals
and ninth in career assists. On
the diamond he was known for
his fielding abilities. His best
season offensively came in
1978 when he hit .300 with two
home runs, 18 RBI and 11 dou- ·
bles.
Rudy coached the men's
soccer team from 1975-87 and
the women's team from 198187. He founded the women's
soccer program and led it four
post-season
appearances
in
seven years
and a 7322-6, overall record.
His teams
advanced to
the
Final
Four of the
Rudy
NCAA
Tournament twice', including·an
appearance in the first NCAA
championship game in 1982.
His 1981 squad finished runner
up in the AIAW, the foreru~er
to the NCAA. He coached nine
All-Americans, including UCF
Athletics Hall of Fame
inductees Michelle Akers and·
Amy Allmann. He finished his
career as the winningest coach
in history ofUCF's men's soccer program with a 129-58-18
record
and one
NCAA
Tournament appearance. He
coached three All-Americans
on the men's side, including
UCF Athletics Hall of Fame
inductee Winston DuBose.
The induction ceremony
will take place in the Student
Union at 6:30 p.m. Nov. 2.
Tickets for the event cost $25,
and can be purchased by calling
the Golden Knights Club·office
at (407) 823-2086.
-
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Sante also had 12 kills to go along with eight digs.
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/ bunch of different lineups and each lineup respond-

edverywell."
UCF was even more dominant against Lipscomb
(1-6). Senior Cassy Kerner led
team with 15
\ kills and 14 digs. Sant~ had 12 kills. Most of .the
--~:::::>;;::~ 4 \ players did not play m all thr~e games agamst
_____ .--·- -·--·-..\ Lipscomb, as Colado emptied her bench.
"We dominated the match," said Colado. ''That's
what we had planned to do and they came out and did
it."
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Jarvis impresses

Freshman middle blocker Tanya Jarvis played
well in her UCF debut. Against Chattanooga, she had
11 kills; four digs, and a service ace, and followed
that up with 11 kills, four digs and a block assist
against Lipscomb. Jarvis missed the season's first six
games with a torn meniscus in her right knee.
"Tanya [Jarvis] will be a major contributor to
this team," said Colado. "We're looking forward to
good things out of her."
Jarvis was highly recruited out of Bishop Moore
High School in Orlando where she was named to the
Orlando Sentinel's All-Central Florida tearn and was
second team All-State.

UCF wins home tournament
The UCF volleyball team improved to 6-2 this
season after beating Tennessee Chattanooga and
Lipscomb at the UCF Fall Challenge at the UCF
Arena last weekend. The Golden Knights won both
matches in dominating fashion, winning all six
games.
Against Chattanooga, which was 6-1 prior to the
game, UCF started off strong, winning the first game
30-12. The second (30-22) and third game (30-21)
were closer, but the outcome was never in doubt.
Senior Piper Morgan led the way with 12 kills and a
.750 hitting percentage, which was the sixth-best
mark in school history. Sophomore Leyre Santaella

Several Knights nationally ranked
Prior to the UCF Fall Challenge, UCF had three
players ranked in the top so·in different categories.
Morgan was ranked 17th with a .440 hitting percentage. Kerner was tied for 20th with 0.80 service aces
per game, and Sante ranked 47th with 4.35 kills per
game.
As a team, the Knights are ranked in the nation's
top 40 in service aces, kills per game, and hitting percentage.

Frank and Saldana split time
The competition between setters Jenny Frank
and Becca Saldana continues. Both saw time against
Chattanooga and Lipscomb and played well. Frank,
a sophomore, played the first two games and had a
team-high 29 assists. Saldana, a junior, had 16 assists
and three blocks in the final game.
Frank played the first two matches of the
Lipscomb game as well, recording 25 assists, seven
digs and four service aces. Saldana had 16 assists and
two digs.
Coach Colado made a switch from a 6-2 to a 51 this year to produce more offense. In the 5-1, only
one setter is in at a time. Earlier in the year, Frank
was getting a larger majority of the time.
-JOE MANZO
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gained 25 yards or more. This performance comes on the heels of two disappointing outings for the UCF offense, as
Schneider was off-target and his receivers
dropped a number of balls in the team's
first two games.
"I've always had confidence in the
receivers," Schneider said. "They've been
off a little bit and I've been off a little bit,
and I think that's been the problem. With
the week off, we had more time to get on
the same page and get better rhythm. We ·
got back on a r~ythm today and we did a
great job."
Senior Tavirus Davis led the way with
five catches for 83. yards, and junior-college transfer D6ug Gabriel caught three
balls for 89 yards and touchdown. Junior
Jimmy Fryzel had three catches for 68
yards, and senior Thad Ward made three
receptions for 32 yards.

Offensiue Player of the Weei\

Alex Haynes
The redshirt freshman
running back gained
148 yards and scored
four
touchdowns,
including the gamewinner with 2:20 left
in the fourth quarter.

Defensiue Player of the Week

Elton
Patterson
The junior defensive
end created constant
problems for Tulane
quarterback Patrick
Ramsey, registering
two sacks and three
tackles for loss.

Inside the numbers

928
Number of yards of total offense by UCF
and Tulane in the game.

44
Number of times UCF ran the ball in the
game, compared to only 29 pass attempts.

2
Number of consecutive 100-yard rushing
games by UCF tailback Alex Haynes, the
first time that has happened since
Marquette Smith did it in 1995.

Game notes
Haynes has huge day
Redshirt freshman ·running back Alex
Haynes ran for 148 yards and four touchdowns on 25 carries Saturday, the best
effort by a UCF running back in almost
seven years. The four rushing touchdowns
were the most ever by a Golden Knight,
and the 148 yards were the most by a UCF
player since 1995. Haynes' emergence has
given UCF its most potent ru llhing attack
in a long time.
"It feels good, because a lo ' of people
said we couldn't run the ball and we
could, we just had to go out there and
show it," Haynes said. "If we can just
keep being consistent, we can make a lot
of things happen."
The performance also marked the
second consecutive in which Haynes
gain_ed over 100 yards. He had the first
100-yard game of his college career two
weeks ago against Syracuse, running for
107 yards on 20 carries. The last UCF
running back to accomplish that feat was
Marquette Smith in 1995.

Passing game clicks
The UCF passing game had its best
output of the year, as quarterback Ryan
Schneider completed 20 of his 29 pass
attempts for 338 yards and one touchdown - his first of the season. Schneider
completed passes to eight different
receivers, and five of his C()mpletions

DAVID MARSTERS I
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UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider passed for 338 yards against the Green Wave, his highest
output of the season.
·

Haynes guides UCF to
first win of season
Tulane to punt, the Golden Knights
mounted an 80-yard scoring drive that
Haynes capped off with a five-yard
NEW ORLEANS, La. - UCF start- touchdown run. Just like that, it was
ed strong and finished strong to defeat 14-0.
Tulane 36-29 in the Louisiana
But the second quarter wouldn't be
Superdome Saturday. It was in between so kind to visiting UCF.
that things got a little hairy.
Golden Knight tailback Terrance
Playing at Conference USA mem- Williams lost a fumble near midfield
ber Tulane Saturday, the Golden with I :36 left in the first quarter, which
Knights nee4ed a win after dropping the Green Wave converted into a 48two tough games at Clemson and yard field goal by Seth Marler not long
Syracuse to open the season. And after aftei; the second quarter began. Then a
bad punt by UCF punter Javier
Beorlegui gave Tulane good field position, and four plays later Green Wave
quarterback Patrick Ramsey found
Nick Narcisse wide open for a 24-yard
touchdown. UCF responded with a 24yard touchdown pass of its own, this
one from quarterback Ryan Schneider
to receiver ·Doug · Gabriel. It was
Schneider's first touchdown pass in
three games this season, after averaging almost three per game last year.
With 34 seconds left in the half,
however, Tulane pulled within 21-13
on another long field goal by Marler.
The third quarter would complete
UCF's demise, as Schneider was intercepted by Adria Mitchell on UCF's
own 14-yard line almost four minutes
into the second half. Tulane scored on
a si~-yard run by running back
Mewelde Moore, but could not convert
the two-point conversion attempt and
remained trailing 21-19. Yet another
DAVID MARSTERS I CFF
Golden Knight turnover, however, a
Tailback Alex Haynes ran for 148 yards
against Tulane, the most by a UCF running _ late third-quarter fumble by Corey
Baker deep in Tulane territory, led to a .
back since 1995.
·
Green Wave field goal and their first
the first two UCF drives, it seemed like lead of the game.
' the Golden Knights were going to
Only then did the UCF offense
score enough points to win two games. reawaken, as the Golden Knights used
UCF got the ball first, and easily some nifty running by Schneider on the
went 63 yards in nine plays to take a 7- option and a 25-yard pass from
0 lead on a three-yard touchdown run Schneider to tight end Mario Jackson
by redshirt freshman running back
Alex Haynes. After quic;:·kly forcing
PLEASE SEE Schneider ON B-8
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Suspensions affect defense
As punishment for missing a practice
last week, starting middle linebacker Tito
Rodriguez and starting strong safety
Albert Snyder were suspended from
Saturday's game against Tulane. Initially,
neither player was supposed to even make
the trip, but the UCF coaching staff
brought Rodriguez, because third-string
middle linebacker Savarris Brown had
been sick all week and unable to practice.
Redshirt freshman Atari Bigby started
in Snyder's spot, and may have made a
case for the starting job by leading the
Golden Knights with 10 tackles.
"I like the fact that Coach trusted me,"
Bigby said. "Before today, my role was
basically special teams and a backup. So it
was a good feeling for me and I was prepared for it, and I prepared all week for it..
I watched a lot of film and worked hard all
week in practice."
Junior Chris Pilinko started in
Rodriguez's place, making two tackles.
Rodriguez, a candidate for the Butkus
Award given to the nation's top linebacker,
saw spot duty and made five solo tackles.
Because he played, UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek said Rodriguez's suspension is
not over and will be further disciplined at
a later date.
PLEASE SEE

Game notes ON B-7

•

•

•
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Game notes from
the Superdome
FROM PAGE

er on Saturday, but the results
didn't improve any. Huggins
had averaged 15 yards on five
returns this season, while
Williams averaged just under
15 yards on three returns
against Tulane.

B-6

Injuries
UCF esc<!lJed the Louisiana
Superdome relatively unscathed, as
the only significant injury was suffered by starting defensive end Boma
Ekiyor. Ekiyor sprained his ankle
early in the first half and did not
return to the .game. His backup, true
freshman Rashad Jeanty, played well
in Ekiyor's absence, getting the first
sack of his UCF career in the second
half of the game. Ekiyor will likely
be held out of contact some in practice this week, but should be ready to
play by Saturday. .

•

•

Patterson disrupts
Ramsey

Kickoff returner changed
Kruczek replaced redshirt freshman wide receiver Luther Huggins
with senior tailback Terrance
Williams as the team's kickoff return-

Huggins

DAVID MARSTERS I
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Junior defensive end
Elton Patterson spent much of
his day in the Tulane backfield, harassing Green Wave
quarterback Patrick Ramsey.
Patterson made five tackles in
the game, including two sacks
and three tackles for lost
yardage, and was constantly
pressuring Ramsey into hurrying his throws.
"I think I played pretty
good," Patterson said. "We
knew they were going to
throw the ball, but they tried
to come out and run and mix
it up a little bit. But I think we
were ready for what they

DAVID MARSTERS
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Junior defensive end Elton Patterson has three sacks, eight tackles for
lost yardage and nine quarterback hurries in the first three games of
the season.
were going to do."
Patterson now has three
sacks and nine tackles for lost
yardage on the season. He is

currently · on pace to shatter
Jermaine Benoit's 1997 record of
24.5 tackles for loss, but has a
long way to go to catch Darrell
Rudd's 1984 mark of 19.5 sacks.
Last season, Patterson registered
10 sacks and 19 tackles for lost
yardage.

Schneider runs the
option?
UCF quarterback Ryan
Schneider, not known for his
mobility, added a new wrinkle to
his game and ran the option a
number of times against Tulane.
He finished the game with seven
carries for 17 yards, including
three runs that went for first
downs.
"I can move a little bit,"
Schneider said. "I've got a little
bit of athletic ability. It may not
show all the time, but I've got a
little bit of athletic ability."
The 17 yards gained marked
the first time in Schneider's
career that he gained positive
rushing yardage in a game.

News & notes
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UCF beat Tulane despite losing the turnover battle 3-0 .
Fumbles by Corey Baker and
Terrance Williams and a Ryan
Schneider interception allowed
Tulane back into the game after
the Golden Knights jumped out
to a 14-0 lead early in the game.
The Green Wave scored 13 points
off
UCF' s
three
turnovers ... Senior outside linebacker wasn't just celebrating the
win Saturday, he was celebrating
_his birthday. Shorter, who had
nine tackles, is now 23 ...UCF
scored on the opening drive of
the game, going 63 yards on nine
plays to reach the end zone on a
three-yard run by Alex Haynes. It
was the first time UCF · had
scored on its opening drive this
season .. .True freshman defensive
end Rashad Jeanty saw considerable playing time after starter
Boma Ekiyor left the game in the
first half with a sprained ankle.
Jeanty would later get his first
career sack, and also deflected a
pass ... Tulane is a member of
Conference USA, a conference
that UCF has repeatedly try to get
into. Conference USA, however,
has shown little to no interest in
adding UCF as its 12th school.

Schneider has best game
of year, UCF offense
explodes against Tulane
FROM PAGE
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to set up Haynes' third touchdown of the day - a 13-yard scamper this time. Schneider connected with backup tight end
Michael Gaines for the two-point conversion, and UCF regained
the lead, 29-22.
Tulane's Lynar Elpheage returned the ensuing kickoff 59
yards, however, giving the Green Wave great field position and
setting up a quick touchdown pass from Ramsey to Moore, tying
the game at 29. But the tie would be short-lived, as Schneider
quickly connected to Gabriel for 24 yards and Gaines for 17
yards to get UCF deep into Tulane territory. Haynes then scored
on a run from 23 yards out, his school-record fourth rushing

The UCF Football Staff would like to thank the following
businesses for their support and contribution!

60KNl6HTS!
Papa John's Pizza - East Colonial Dr.
Popeye's Chicken - Oviedo
Quizno's Subs - University Blvd.
Subway - UCF Student Union
Wackadoo's - UCF Student Union •
Wing Shack - University Blvd.

All American Hot Dogs - Waterford Lakes
Bubbalou's Bodacious Bar-B-Que - Alafaya Tr.
Conway's Barbeque - University Blvd.
Domino's - UC7 Plaza
Hops - University Blvd.
McDonald's - UC7 Plaza

Student Leaders Wanted!
Global perspective, Open-minded, Friendly, Diplomatic

Do you like International Travel?
Languages? Other Cultures? Ethnic Foods?

Interested in International Business?
International Law? Communications?
then ...•.

Lead Conversation Hour _
~

~

);>-

Facilitate small group discussion
with international students
Volunteer 1 hour each week for the semester
Wednesdays or Thursdays 12- 1 or 1- 2 ·

•Learn about other countries & cultures
*Try new ethnic foods at picnic
•Add an international element to your resume

Sign up for Conversation Hour

407 .823.5515
Orientation Thursday August 30'11- 12-1:00
Center for Multi-Lingual Multi-Cultural Studies
P.C. #547 (Next to vyater tower & Creative School}
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Schneider connected with Doug Gabriel in the second quarter against
Tulane for his first touchdown pass of the season.
touchdown of the day. Tulane got the ball back and drove down
into UCF territory, but a questionable out-of-bounds call on a
pass in the corner of the end zone from Ramsey to Narcisse and
an incomplete pass later on fourth down sunk any chances of the
game going into overtime.
"I can 't tell you how huge this was," UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek said. "I have as much relief as I am excited. I couldn't
be more proud of the team, finishing the game the way we did,
having to score twice in the fourth quarter and having to stop
them at the end of the football game."
The Golden Knights defense held Tulane to 407 yards of
total offense, a touch below their season average of 443. They
also allowed Tulane to conv~rt only six of its 17 third-down
chances, a marked improveme,1t over the first two weeks of the
season against Clemson and Syracuse.
·
"We stressed third-do~n stops everyday (in practice), and
for us to come up with the big stop when the game depended on
us, it was great," said junior defensive end Elton Patterson, who
had 12 tackles, two sacks and four quarterback hurries. "This
feels real good to finally come out and see what you've been
working for."
The UCF offense had its best game of the season, gaining
522 yards of total offense and scoring 36 points - both season
highs. Schneider completed 20 of 29 passes1for 338 yards and
one touchdown, and Haynes ran for a career-high 148 yards on
25 carries.
·
"It's nice," Schneider said. "Especially after losing the first
few games and feeling like we should have won those games, it's
good to see that we can fix those mistakes, and when it came
down to crunch time, we were able to pull it out."
This week, the Golden Knights complete their four-game
road trip in Blacksburg, W.V., where they will take on the seventh-ranked Virginia Tech Hokies. Virginia Tech beat UCF 44-21
in last year's season finale, and the Golden Knights will be out
for revenge. Kickoff is at noon, and the game will be televised
live on Sunshine N~twork.

•

Come In and Fill
Up With Our

PORK
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•
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One JUMBO Pork Sandwich

with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
• Coleslaw
• Collard Greens
• Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea
Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center next to Tijauna Flats·

Conway's BBQ Express
7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

401.618.5594
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Alpha Kappa Psi shoots 12-under for Golf Scramble Championship
..

JE-FF DOLNAC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The first champions of the
2001-2002 Intramural season

•
back scoring a -11.
Alpha Kappa Psi, made up
of Kevin Chinfatt, Steve
Strotsky,. Bill McCafrey and ·
Patrick Hollon played well on
the front nine, shooting threeunder-par. But they really
tu~ed it up a notch on the back
nine, shooting nine-under,
including back-to-back eagles
on the 11th and 12th holes, with
a chip-in from the fringe on the 12th.

•

presented by

~
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000

Other notes '

Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11 am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

The tournament was postponed
the previous two weeks due to bad
weather... Henrick Torkelsson from
the Vtldngs landed his shot on the ·
14th hole four feet from the cup,
bringing home the "Closest to the
Pin"
championship...
Charles
Bisbano of the Golf Ballers drove his
ninth hole tee shot 275 yards, capturing the Men's Long Drive title, and
free-agent Morgen Magee claimed
the Women's Long Drive championship, driving her ball 150 yards .

To get involved in Intramural
Sports, visit imsports.ucf.edu!

.
©2001 Handspring Inc, Haridsp1ing, Spnngboard, VisorPhone, Visor and the Handsprin(~ iogo are trader'larb of Handspring, 'nc. Minijam'" MP3 player from lrmCiGear, !nc GPS Companion""' frorn Magellan Corp.
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VISOR

better than using your hand .
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Your hand is not a personal organizer.

Your hand is not a GPS.

Your hand is not a cell phone.

Your hand is not an MP3 player.

More than just a personal organizer - with optional Springboard modules,
you can turn Visor into a phone, an MP3 player or any number of handy devices.

/.r

handspring-
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Hokies employ tailback-by-committee approach
FROM PAGE
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Coming in as the team's only
quarterback with actual game
experience, he has completed
64 percent of his passes for
411 . yards and four touchdowns this season. Even more
impressive is that he's managed to throw zero interceptions in both games.
"(Noel) does have plenty
of wisdom from being around
our offensive system for three
years," offensive coordinator
Rickey Bustle said, "He's a
guy who has shown he can
make plays when thir.igs break
down."
But while the Hokies have
had the luxury of acclimating
Noel to the starter's job since
the spring, filling in Suggs
spot is a
little more
challenging. In the
teams lone
game since
losing
Suggs,
junior
Keith
Burnell got
Suggs
the start.
Burnell was solid, running for
74 yards and two touchdowns,
but he shared the ball with several other running backs.
Highly touted recruit Kevin
Jones seems to have a shot at
the starting spot, rushing for
75 yards himself in that game.
Senior Wayne Ward also contributed, though the competition seems to be primarily
between Burnell and Jones. A
likely scenario will see them
. split carries as the season progresses.
Fullback Jarrett
·Ferguson, a solid all-around
back, will also need to help
pick up the slack.
The other offensive area
of concern is up front, where
four of the five starters from
last season dep_arted. Only
senior center Steve DeMasi
returns, and he'll be asked to
anchor the line. At right guard,
Jake Grove takes over after
battling back problems over
the past few seasons. He's
joined on the other side by
sophomore Jacob Gibson, who
claimed the starting job after a
strong spring. The tackles
spots are handed over to senior
M~tt- Wincek
and junior
Anthony Davis. Both are experienced within the system and
athletic enough to encourage
their coaches.
"Anthony and Matt are
more then ready to step in,"
offensive line coach Bryan
Stinespring said. "Having
them has been like having
additional starters."
The one place on offense
were continuity does exist is at
receiver and tight end. The
Hokies return everyone from
this unit, including leading
receiver Emmett Johnson, who
caught 34 passes and three
touchdowns last season. Yet

this year, the most productive
receiver has been the man that
starts opposite Johnson, Andre
Davis. Davis has caught eight
passes for 123 yards and two
touchdowns this season, all
team highs. At tight end they
have one of the more impressive combos in the Big East.
Seniors Bob Slowikowski and
Browning Wynn split time
there last year, providing both
effective blocking and receiving from this position.
In the meantime the
offense is still feeling itself
out, not yet in a position to
challenge Miami for the Big
East title. So Beamer has gone
to a simple formula in order to
keep his team near the top:
defense and special teams.
Both units return many people,
giving them both the experience and depth needed to give
the offense time to unite.
The defensive line returns
all four starters, led by senior
tackle David Pugh. A first. team Big East All-American,
Pugh led the team in sacks last
year with five. At the other
tackle is second-team Big East
Air·American Chad Beasley,
who .recorded 58 tackles last
season and gives the Hokies a
formidable duo.
"David and Chad are two
of the best tackles in the country. They are the core for us up
front and they are playmakers," defensive line coach
Charley Wiles said.
The also have a great tandem at the ends, with
Nathaniel Adibi and Lamar
Cobb returning after a great
2000 seasqn. As a freshman,
Adibi recorded five sacks and
45 tackles. The junior Cobb
tallied 47 tackles himself last
year.
Third-team All-American
Ben Taylor mans one linebacker
position.
The team's
leading
tackler last
season, he
was
a
finalist for
the Butkus
award. He
has
outTaylor
standing
range and the ability to find
the football. He had offseason
ankle surgery but is already
leading the team in tackles and
should have a strong senior
sea~on. He's joined by Jake
Houseright, who returns from
a torn ACL in the Gator Bowl,
and T.J. Jackson. Jackson
takes over after the departure
of Phillip Summers and Nick
Sorensen.
Ronyell Whitaker leads
the way in the secondary. After
a season that saw him pie~ off
five passes and make 61 tackles, the Hokies will use him
against the opposing team's
best receiver.
"Ronyell knows he can
play with anybody .. He had a

tough assignment in the bowl
constant back
game (Clemson's Rod Gardner)
trouble
and he did a great job against
scored
77
him," sec~ndary coach Lorenzo
points
and
Ward said.
was second
Joining him in the secondary
team All-Big
is senior cornerback Larry
East
last
Austin and safeties Willie Pile
year. Yet he's
and Kevin McCadem. The senior
hit only two
McCadem finally takes a starting
of five field
Beamer goal tries this
spot after an ankle injury cost ·
him an opportunity last year and
seasons,
has already recorded an intercep- though two misses have come
tion this season.
from over 40 yards.
But perhaps the biggest staThe punt return unit finished
ple. of a Frank Beamer team is first in the nation last season, and
the special teams play. Freshmen returns both of their top return
Vinnie Burns beat out incumbent men. Davis was second in the
Robert Peaslee in the spring for country with 22 yards per return
the punting duties and has kicked and Whitaker finished 16th with
for an average 41.4 yards this 14.4. Freshmen Richard Johnson
year. The placekicker is sopho- takes over kick returns and has
more Carter Warley, who despite averaged 28.3 yards on three

returns this season.
Yet the biggest mark on the
special teams has been made on
defending kicks. Virginia Tech
blocked more kicks then any
other team in the nation in the
90's, and that trend continuec;I
with eight blocks last season.
They've already had one this
year.
While the loss of Vick and
Suggs will no doubt take its toll
on the Hokies, th~y clearly still
have enough talent to compete in .
the Big East. Suggs' injury may
take them out of the national
championship hunt and the
offense w.ill still have to come
together if they are to beat some
of the better teai:ns. But behind a
solid defense and special teams,
Beamer should be able to . keep
them near the to_p.
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· Haynes brings new dynamic to Golden Knight offense
FROM PAGE

UCF Coach
Mike Kruczek
now has
even more
weapons to
use in his
already
potent
offensive
attack.

•
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and Ryan Schneider, all
prolific quarterbacks who
thrived· on throwing the
ball a lot.
Now,
however,
Haynes is too good not to
get the ball. The first three
games of this season have
been an adjusting period
for the UCF offense, with a
lot of young players and
new starters just getting to
know the system. And for
the veterans, it's a system
that is now changing with
the advent of a ·running
attack. UCF's offensive
line had been used to backing up into a pass-blocking
stance, not moving forward to become a cohesive
group of run-blockers.
Receivers had been used to

DAVID
MARSTERS/

CFF

running intricate choice
routes, not pushing their
defenders off the line of
scrimmage so that Haynes
could get a few extra
yards.
After some growing
pains, however, this new
approach is working,
demonstrated by the huge
offensive numbers put up
Saturday against Tulane.
Haynes rushed for 148
yards and a school-record
four touchdowns, and the
threat he posed forced
Tulane to be more conservative in the pass-rushing
department. That gave
UCF quarterback Ryan
Schneider more time to
throw than he had against
Syracuse or Clemson, and
he proceeded to shred the
Green Wave secondary for

..
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338 yards and one touchdown,
his best game of the season.
Haynes' productivity has
also brought back the playaction pass, a strategy that
needs the opposing defense to
be scared of a team's running
back. In the recent past, UCF's
play-action package hasn't
been very successful because
opponents didn't have to bite
on the fake handoff, because
even if it was a running play, it
probably wasn't going very far.
In one glorious moment during
the fourth quarter on Saturday,
however, Tulane bit a playaction fake so hard that UCF
tight end Mario Jackson was
~ompletely uncovered in the
s~condary and Schneider connected with him for a 25-yard
grun. That play alone showed
how much Haynes is changing
the face of the Golden Knight
offep_se. The amount of times in
the last five seasons that UCF
used a play-action fake and
threw to the tight end can be
counted on one, well, probably
no hands.
UCF is expanding its
offensive horizons, and that
can only be good for a team
that has relied so heavily on the
pass for so long now. It's a
wonder that more quarterbacks
haven't gotten hurt with opposing defenses rushing the passer
for entire games without ever
paying attention to the running
game. Now Haynes, fullback
Sean Gaudion and the Golden
Knight offensive line are bringing some much-needed toughness to an game plan that has
been mostly finesse for quite a
while. Running the ball will
make UCF's attack much more
diverse and unpredictable,
which is sure to lead to more
points.
At a lot of places, fans
have gotten bored of bland running offenses that take no
chances and employ the "three
yards and a cloud of dust" phi~
losophy.
But not at UCF. Running
the ball . is new and exciting
around here.
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Time

Date

Opponent

9/1

at Clemson

L, 21 -13

9/8

at Syracuse

L, 21-10

9122

at Tulane

9129

at Virginia Tech

1:00

10/6

UAB

6:00

w, 36-29

10/13 Liberty

6:00

10/20 UL-Monroe (HC)

4:00

10127 at Utah State

5:00

11/3

6:00

Akron

11110 at Arkansas

2:00

11/24 UL-Lafayette
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Pick the Size.that's Right for You ...
and Get Great Rates all the Time!
S29.99
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• Great low rates - home and away

•.

• Minutes carry over and never expire
• Instantly rechargeable - add minutes
to your card anytime
•Great international rates
• MinutePass makes great gifts too!

Get.your MinutePass NOW!
Visit

Call

Go to

minutepass.com

1-800-2S6-S482

TARGET.
(at participating stores)

By purchasing or using this card, you accept these Terms and the Terms listed at both www.minutepass.com and with Customer Service at 1-800-325-0754, as they are updated
from time to time. Additional shipping and handling charges may apply. Maximum telecom value 8¢ - 12¢ a minute, depending on card purchased. Pay phone calls have an
additional 25¢ surcharge. Minute value assumes no pay phone calls. Call prices are rounded to the nearest whole cent. Usage rounded to the next full minute.

© 2001 Telecom*USA. All Rights Reserved.
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